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Convened This Forenoon at Senate Committee on Terri- Julius H. Gerdes Swears Out Young Millionaire Cudahy In. People of Monaco Are as Majority of Senate Committee
flicts Terrible Punishment
Warrant for Arrest for
tories Again Postpones
Santa Fe, Clayton and
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Approves of Establishing
New Mexico
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Making Report.
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German Engineer Writes Governor Mills for a Govern-- k
ment Job.

Fight on Forestry Service Is Led Left Saturday on Motorcycle Wealthy Packer Returning
Once Owned by Jessy
by Senator Heyburn
expectedly Finds Bank
of Idaho.
Nusbaum.
President There.

Governor Mills is impressed with
the zeal of some one who has sent
him three copies thus far, of an article in large type, telling a story that
Governor Stubbs of Kansas has served notice that state officials who are
cigaret fiends or addicted to intoxicating drink, must leave the state

Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, March 7. The
senate committee on territories today
completed its hearings on the statehood bill and votel to report it to the
Senate on Friday of this week. There
will be no minority report. While
it can not be substantiated, yet, it is
rumored that no provision is made for
the payment of the railroad bonded indebtedness of Santa Fe county, on the
ground that Santa Fe county has failed to pay interest on its court house
and other just bond issues, whose legality was never questioned.
Upon the conclusion of the reading
of the agricultural appropriation bill
in the Senate, various senators started a fight against the forest service,
Senator Heyburn of Idaho leading the
fight.
Delegate Andrews secured a pension
from the pension bureau for E. Flor- from April,
a
ence Ward, of tuomnntt.
1909, and about ?200 back pension for
her two children. .

'
service.
Among his mail today, Governor
Mills found the application of a German army engineer, who says that he
is willing to take leave f absence to
come to New Mexico to assume a
salaried position as engineer on some
New Mexico reclamation project. He
is thirty years old and commands the
English language and says that his
profession is at present overcrowded
at Darmstadt, Germany, where he
lives. He emphasizes that any position offered him should have a salary
attached. He has been referred to
the U. S. reclamation service.
District Court.
District court convened today at
Santa Fe, at Clayton and at Los Lunas. In this city court is being held
for the last time in the supreme court
room at the capitol as by the next
term the new court house will be
ready for that purpose. The halls of
justice were crowded this forenoon.
Judge John R. McFie presided at Santa Fe, Judge Ira A. Abbott at Clayton
and Judge M. C. Mechem at Los
Lunas. At Santa Fe, Sheriff Closson,
District Clerk, Frank W. Shearon and
Interpreter Jose D. Sena were on
duty. The TJ. S. grand jury was called and the panel exhausted so that
special venires had to be issued.
The territorial grand jury was empaneled with Sylvester Davis of
as foreman. It is in session in
the new court, the first official body to
occupy the building.
Deputy U. S. Marshal C. B. Newcomer represented the U. S. marshal's
office in federal court and Assistant
U. S. District Attorney Herbert W.
Clark the U. S. district attorney's office.
For the territorial side of the court
the following bailiffs were appointed:
Fermin Rodriquez, Tomas Alarid,
Anastacio Fresquez and Bpimenio Romero. Bartolo Bustos was appointed
Gal-iste-

interpreter.
On the United States side,
Casados,

Ambrosio

Victor-ian-

o,

OLIVER M. LEE BEFORE
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER

for His
moval to Saint Joseph, Mo., to

Hearing

Answer Charge.

Special to The New Mexican.
Alamogordo, N. M., March 7. The
case of the United States vs. Oliver
M. Lee, indicted at St. Joseph, Mo.,
on the charge of conspiracy to defraud the United States in land matters, was to come up before the
United States commissiner here on an
application for the removal of the case
to St. Joseph, Mo. Attorneys Fall and
aim u.
Jjougnerty appeal eu iur
S. District Attorney David J. Leahy
for the government. George Curry was a
business visitor in Alamogordo today.

Medrano,

scnools.
School Libraries.
In order to make the public school
buildings, especially in the rural districts, a center of usefulness even
when there is no school, the territorial department of education is agi-

tating the subject of establishing
school libraries which are to be open
not only to the pupils but also to parents. A model selection of books is
being made and applications are al
ready being received for the list. At
Espanola, recently, a public school entertainment, yielded sufficient revenue
for the establishment of such a library.
New Mexico.

Superintendent of FujbMc Instruction J. E. Clark and Professor W. E.
Garrison of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts represented New
Mexico at the meeting of the division
of superintendence of the National Educational Association at Indianapolis,
and which, was attended by more than
a thousand delegates. Professor Clark
who has returned home found the
session very interesting and helpful.
The state superintendents with the
United States Commissioners of Education discussed the matter of an interchange of teachers' certificates and
the New Mexico policy of requiring
ceruneu uau..npt i creans maa.
c--

(Continued on Paste Eight..
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Nusbaum's
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Motorcycle.
said
to have bolllul 8nd Dieeding body of Lillis.
Friday Darling is
asked Mr. Andrews to lend him $15 -- Don't do it, Jack,
please don't do it."
to apply on a note. Darling explain-- 1 LiUis pleaded. "He's ruined my home,
ed that he had purchased a motor- - he's ruined my home!" Cudahv re
cycle irom jesse H. Nusbaum, tne peated to the officers as the latter
photographer, who now is in Guatema- placed him under arrest. Cudahy
la, and that he had to meet a note on could not be found today.
it. The motorcycle was known by
Mystery Surrounds Case.
sight to Mr. Andrews as to probably
Kansas City, March 7. Extreme
every resident of Santa Fe and Mr. reticence was a marked characteristic
Andrews thought he would assist Mr. of every one connected with the case
Darling so he loaned him the money. today. The exact nature of Mr. Lil- Merchants along San Francisco street jig wounds could not be
learned, as
were visited by Darling. In one store j neither his
nurses, nor hos-- i
physician,
he bought a pair of shoes for himself pital physicians would discuss this
and for his wife. In another store he j 'ijhase of the case. It was stated that
selected two suits of clothes for him- - Mr. Lillis would not
Mr.
self In stm anotner store he ls said t0 Cudahy. Counsel for prosecute
Mr. Cudahy
have purcnased) or tnere was pur. stated that the
latter would make no
chased in his name, a lady's hat.
statement for publication. A score of
"Unlucky" Friday.
m on orncrr.r TVfre fiiHaritr
TIPWRnanoi
The superstitions of Friday seemed at
the
packer,g
qr
to hold good, for nearly all of Darl- - south side
in an attempt to get a state- ing's purchases were made Friday ment of affairs from her.
afternoon. He told the merchants:
"Wrap up the goods and I shall pay DID THESE GET INTO
you tomorrow, Saturday." But he
THE WRONG PEW?
didn't come bacK. He volunteered the
ininformation that he and his wife
Would-B- e
Census Bureau Clerks Fail
tended to go to Cerrillos for an outing.
to Show Up For Exam Here
Mrs. Darling is said to have gone to
Papers Arrived.
Lamy by train and Mr. Darling himself used the Nusbaum motorcycle,
Onwn4-n.ne
l.il
Tl..
me 1 uuait civu
u 4.U
leaving here at- 4 p. m., and covering
was
board
service
tfae distance in- flne time Jugt where
prepared Saturday
they went is not generally known, t0 preside at the examination of two
but it is said the police have got on applicants for positions in the census
the trace Qf thelr movements and bureau in Washington, and had the
and everything required to put
Darling's arrest may follow shortly. .PfPers
e
tnem throueh
civil serv- Mucn amusement was created this
fn "P'to-datexamination.
The
only
thing
afternoon when a shoe dealer was in- a
loft lacking, however, for the examination n.
t
Tv,.iin
TObo nl Q in tt'O a 4hn huac ntinn rP

On

Tomas Quintana and Anselmo Armijo
were appointed bailiffs and Jose D.
(Sena, interpreter. Mrs. G. F. McNitt
was appointed court stenographer.
Tore Down Quarantine Notices.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
has returned from Belen where he
was summoned because of the complaint that people were tearing down
the quarantine notices from houses in
which there were cases of scarlet fev
er. Mounted Policeman Gomez restored order and convinced those affected that they must obey the law
and permit the quarantine notices to
remain in place.
Selecting New Mexico State Flower.
The public school children of the
territory are to vote on the question
of a New Mexico flower on Arbor day!
The New Mexico Journal of Education is conducting the contest and is
sending out ballots to the different
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Monte Carlo, March 7. Half of the
subjects of this little principalitiy
marched to the palace yesterday and
waiting upon the Prince of Monaco demanded a constitution, declar- ing that Monaco is the only absolute
remaining on the face of
the globe. The prince received a
deputation from the crowd and prom- ised to consider its wishes.
HYDE ARRAIGNED
IN CRIMINAL COURT,

Kansas Citv, Mo., March 7 Dr. B.
Clark Hyde, against whom eleven indictments were returned by the grand
jury last Saturday, charging him with
killing three members of the Swope
family and attempting to kill eight
other persons in the Swope home, was
arraigned to plead to the charges
in the criminal court this afternoon.
Trial Set for April 11.
Kansas City, March 7 Dr. B. Clark
Hyde voluntarily appeared at the of-fice of county marshal, Joel Mayes, at
waived
o'clock this afternoon,
of the capias issued for his
arrest growing out of eleven indict- returned against the physician
on Saturday night in connection with
Swope mystery. Hyde was sent
jail a few minutes later by Judge
Latchaw until tomorrow when the mat- of a new bond will be considered.
Hyde's trial is set for April 11.

plat-an- d

agreements.
The report, is signed by Senators
Elkins, Cullom, Aldrich, Keen, Crane
and Nixom and will be printed with
ithe
minority report submitted a few
'
days ago by Senators Clapp and Cum- mins and with the individual report of
Senator Newlands.
Approval of the court of commerce
feature is given prominence, although
comment, upon other provisions is far

j

more interesting. For instance, the
report says that the effect of the
traffic agreement, provision is to relieve carriers from the prohibition of
act while preserving un- the
of the interstate
the
control
impaired
commerce commission over all such
agreements. It is said that the provi-onSjon is in exact compliance with
clarations in the Republican platform,
After quoting the clause of the
form such agreements the report says:
The contention that this declaratioi-thean only be complied with by requir-tjng the approval of such agreement
by the interstate commerce commis-te- r
sj0n before they become operative is
jn the opinion of the committee, desti- tute of the slightest foundation.
"The section in question carefully
EDWARD PAYSON WESTON
CROSSES COLORADO LINE. Preserves the principles clearly enunciated in the platform and only by a
wilful distortion of language could it
Trinidad, Colo., March 7. Leaving be contended that this
carefully guardtwelve
Raton, N. M., .five minutes past
ed
involved any abandonthis morning, Edward Payson Weston, mentprovision
of the principle of competition
pedestrian crossed the Colorado-Nebetween naturally competing lines."
Mexico line at three o'clock and reach
court of
Indorsing the proposed
ed Trinidad at 7:37. He rested here commerce
the
that the
report
says
exthree hours, then set out again,
in favor of its cre-- .
argument
principal
pecting to cover fifty miles during the ation is that it will prevent delay and
day.
confusion in the enforcement of the
law by creating one tribunal specially
versed in the complicated and often
technical questions arising out of the
FIFTY BODIES
comapplication of the interstate
merce law to railroads and other carsubject to the act.
RECOVERED riers
Supreme court rulings are cited in
support of the contention that th?
scope of review of the commission'
the court win not be oidei
Avalanches of Ice and Snow "derBJn
iuau n is now in ine circuit courts.
Are Being Blasted With
It is contended that courts ought not
be" endowed with merely administraPowder
tive powers such as are involved in
the legislature of the commission's
discretion. The claim that there will
TRAINS ARE AGAIN TIED UP not be
enough business to keep tribunals occupied, is not seriously consid-
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CONFUSION

Washington, March 7. "Carefully
preserving the principles so closely
enunciated in the Republican
form of 1908," is the way the majority
of the senate committee on interstate
commerce which made its report
day on the administration railroad
bill interprets the provision to permit
common carriers to enter into traffic

-
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Diminutive Kingdom Is the Only Does Not Entirely Prohibit PurAbsolute Monarchy
chase of Competing Railin World.
road Lines.

Un-

Kansas Qity, March 7. JJerie
S.
Lillis, bank president and club man,
who was cut with a knife and mutilated for life early yesterday morning by John P. Cudahy, the wealthy
packer and son of Michael Cudahy, the
Chicago millionaire, will recover, according to attendants at St. Mary's
Xo state warrant has yet
hospital.
l t'fn issued for
Cudahy. He however,
will be arraigned in police court a
week from today. He will be released
on $100 bond. Lillis and Cudahy were
intimate friends. According
to his
Cudahy came home unexpectedly early yesterday morning and
fomiu Lillis there. With the aid of

The mounted police now are searching for J. O. Darling, who for four
and a half months, was a baker employed by F. Andrews on San Francisco street.
A warrant for his arrest on the
charge of making false pretenses was
sworn out this morning by Julius Gerdes, the well known merchant.
A string of bills, for shoes, hats,
clothes, groceries and a debt of $15 or
more in cash loaned, it is said, will
confront Darling in case he is brought
back here. And many merchants ex-pressed the sincere hope that he will
soon be back in Santa Fe.
The departure of Darling was some- what sensational He had been a good
workman, according to Mr. Andrews,
and it is said on good authority he
. .
t
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imjuey wmcu lie nauj m a
toolc
out prior to
bank, but which he
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PRINCE GIVES THEM PROMISE WILL

HIS MUTIUTIQNS ARE HORRIBLE

ered.

Will be Next Sunday Before Traf
The administration bill gives the
would-bPolice Department
Has Six he owes me for two
appointees
fic Can Be Resumed on
attorney general entire charge and
he
pair of shoes,"
It now is thought that they wished
control of the interests of the gov--:
Thousand Men on Duty-Rio-ts
said in surprise.
Southern Pacific.
to

Last Night.

e

Philadelphia, Pa., March 7. Following last night's disorder the city is
quiet this morning. The police department has 6,000 men on duty.
Most of the negro special policemen
have been relieved from duty, in order not to add race riots to the troub
les of the police force. AH industrial
plants in the city classed as "open
to-- j
:jhop" concerns were in operation
strike!
the
claim
leaders
Labor
day.
CAPITOL GRAFTERS MUST
is spreading and that the
GO TO PENITENTIARY.
workers are joining the strike, and
claim tonight will show that between
State Supreme Court
100,000 and 150,000 failed to report for Pennsylvania
Affirms
Conviction
of Former
work today. The employers and poState Treasurer.
he
will
movement
believe
the
that
lice
a failure, and say that there are not
Philadelphia, March 7. The
50,000 union workmen.
of William P. Snyder and James
Germans Join Strike.
,
,, . . ,
r.
- nr
OU mm
rnr
'
to defraud the state in con- fhA u c f Ti fn.cvjo ir wflrfl OtCntOOn splracy
nection
with the furnishing of the
.
ro-- Tiiwa. inna in ..no crroun- oi
ijenuitu siaie
0
.a
was amrmea 'Dy the state
capuoi,
trades unions affecting nearly 7,000 supreme court today. Snyder was for-- ;
men. The strike will now be placed mer auditor
general and Schumaker,
on a systematic basis. The unions former superintendent of
public build- wiii piace picKe.s, ana a uouse
jngS and grounds
house canvass will be made to bring
out union men who did not obey the CONGREGATIONAL MINISTER
SIGNS AS UMPIRE.
general strike order.
A Hobo to Lead Them.
St. Louis, Mo., March 7. James Evidently Finds That Baseball Offers
Eads Howe, the wealthiest hobo of
Better Opportunities Than
the country, who has organized the
.Does Preaching.
unemployed into a National UnemPeoria. 111.. March 7. Rev. Oenree
ployed Association, has been request- Schroeder, pastor of the First Congre- ed to go to Philadelphia to take gational church at Elmwood, has been
charge of the unemployed there, to sitrneri na limnire in the TiHnnta and
prevent their being used to break Mlehigan league. When his applica- general strike of the labor unions. tion wag a(.Cented he tender,, his res- Howe will leave this week. He says jgnation to the church,
feeling his
mere were o,uuu unemployed in fan- - duties as umpire would conflict
with
adelphia before the strike was"declar- - those of attending to the ministry,
'
'
Pfl
V ' His resignation was accepted.
non-unio-

1
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become census enumerators and
got into the "wrong pew". The examination for which they applied
to
Washington for blanks to fill out consisted of a number of subjects including typewriting.
The humor of the situation was enianced
the notice received by the
local civil service board calling atten
tion to the possibility of the local
board not having sufficient question
sheets for all those who wish to take
the examination. But there were more
than enough sheets considering the
fact that no one showed up for the
examination

Mr. Gerdes had little to say about,
the matter except that he confirmed
the, report that he had sworn out a
warrant for Darling's arrest.
Mr. Andrews said: "I regret very
much that I lent him the $15, which
doubtlessly assisted him in his journey. I do not know whether or not he
lias paid for the motorcycle. He was
a good workman and I am at a loss
to know why he should have resort
ed to these methods."
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Important Decision By U. S. Supreme
Court In Case Against Interstate
Commerce Commission.
I

Washington, D. C... March 7. The
iiortnern Facmc railway today won
its fight in the
Portland Gate
Way case before the supreme court of
the United States.
ine controversy was over the at
tempt of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to require the Northern
Pacific to join with the other railroads
m establishing a through passenger
route and joint rates from the east
to Puget Sound territory via Portland
Another Important Decision
Washington, D. C, March T.-tne interstate commerce commission
does not have the power to compel
common carriers eneasred in interThat

-

state commerce to grant physical
nection with "branch" railroads, unon
complaint of the 'branch railroad Itself, accordine to a decision annnnnc.
ed today by the supreme court of the
United States.
con-th- e

-

j

.

Wellington, Wrash., March 7 Fifty
bodies have been recovered from the
wreckage earned down by tne ava-lanche that destroyed two Great
trains on last Tuesday morn- ing. Most of these have been sent
to Everett and Seattle. A number of
other bodies were exposed last night
and will be removed today. Blasting
powder is being used to loosen the
packed snow and ice that blocks the

NORTHERN PACIFIC WINS
IN LEGAL FIGHT

VU--

.

H

Vt

T
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ernment in all cases and proceedings
in the court of commerce and in the
supreme court, on annealed cases.
This is a change from the existing
iaw. The committee says that the
present system combines in the
bers of the interstate commerce commission the functions of investigator,
judge and prosecutor which is declar- ed to be contrary to the correct the- ory of law, or procedure,
Commenting upon the provision for
investigation by the commission of
proposed increases in rates, or change
in classification as soon as it is filed.
tne mairity supports also, the pro- Portion that at any time before the
rate or classification becomes effect- 1C ",e cumimss.uu snoum De empow-belered t0 PPose the effective date for
a reasonable period to enable it to
investigate the proposed action.
niem-Northe-

Tied Up For Good
Ogden, Utah, March 7. Trains
which left San Francisco on Febru- ary 25 and were stalled by floods in
t.
central Nevada, are again in a flood
this time in Idaho, on the Ore- gon Short Line. Having been re- turned to Sacramento from Battle
60 Days' Time,
Mountain and detoured north, four,
'
The bill fixes this reasonable period
passenger trains are now held west
of Nampa, Idaho, between which point at 60 days and although the commis-an- d
Orchard there is reported a sJon recommended that this time be
washout three miles caused by the extended to ,120 days the - committee
giving away of one of the large gov- - saJ's t believes that with due diligence
ernment irrigation dams. The time of the commission can determine within
the arrival of the detoured trains is the time allotted whether the if crease
now indefinite.
This portion of the should be approved,
As to the provisions
intermountain country is now entirely
relating to
cut off from the Pacific coast. The through rates and routes, the shipper's
Southern Pacific will not be open for right to route shipments and making
traffic before next Sunday.
j annual
reports the majority follows
f argument . advanced by
itne lin
Washouts Repaired.
in his
Ogden, March 7. Later today the Attorney General-Wiqkersharailroad officials reported the washouts published abstract'-VV-on the Short Line repaired and trains
Concerning the important sections
j
again moving.
relating to the purchase of competing
lines the report says:
FORMER U. S. SENATOR PLATT j Criticism of this section has been
ANSWERS LAST ROLL CALL, made upon the ground that it did not
prohibit the acquisition by means of
New York, March 7 Former Uni-- a holding c6rporation of "stocks of com-teStates Senator Thomas C. Piatt peting lines of railway.; The provl- ;
died here yesterday afternoon of
'
Bright's disease after long illness.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Established 1856.

Imperial
Jersey Cream

THE CROWDED THOROUGHFARE.
Tlii- world is wide, so very wide,
Friends travel through it, side by side.
Jos')ed by throngs 'hat. come and go;
Yei. never known, they never know.

Flour

Their world and mine the Keas
vide,
Although
journey side by side;
Where multitudes rush to and fro
We never know, we never know.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

di-

B8ET8

w

Bobolink
ttl VR

CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL

Re mine the power to command
A word, a look, a voice, a hand;
Not on my way unheeding go
Anil never, never, never know.
in Chicago
William 15. Delaney

No. 40

Telephone

AP

SEE FDR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

Seeds Socds

s
partment:
Denver, Colo., March 7.
the sense of t.ho fii'0 depart
Weather forecast for New
ment committee that you he request- ed to permit no drinking by
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
any'
under'
and Tuesday with stationary V
member of the
department
on
or
whether
we
temperature.
you,
off, and
duty
s
auuionsce you 10 discharge at onco
and without question any member nf
"Widow Jones" Coming Dorothy
your department who may violate the Morton, the noted
prima donna
above regulation.
comedienne, who is this season star-,
Respectfully yours,
ring tin .1. J. McNally's musical com-"KIRK DFJ'ARTM RXT COM.
with
edy, "Widow Jones," is meeting
"W. L. WIIiTKMAX,
pronounced success and there is every
"Chairman. inflienHnn that she will receive a
"R. D. HKLL."
hearty welcome in this city when she
appears at the Elks' theater tomorrow
NUMBER OF SALOONS
"II Is

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

F. KCIIAN
GORMLEY
FRANK
DISK
nk'Mfl'il.
MM

CANON
I

Complete Liquor License Statistics
In Census Bureau's Report Pennsylvania Made Best Showing.

171 TTU171? A T C Given Careful

Personal Attention

NffiSK
PICTURE

FRAMING

SOT

TASTEFULLY

AND

RED

SATISFACTORILY

I

130
DONE.

TRY OUR

Hum Alia leal
Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Mi,

LEO HERSCH

Potatoes,

Salt anl Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

DIAMONDS

H a Q YOWTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

W,!!!r,e!c
Right

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Sorvloo

t

vi

SV"'"!,
Date methods

yj

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Franoloco St.

UMlHltHliillifrWilW

BUILDERS HARDWARE
n

II
NAILS.

Screws

v

IS RAPIDLY DECREASING.

J. D. MULLIGAN

188

CITY.

Axes,

wire

!

Undertaker and Embalmer

RED

P. O. BOX 219

PBYG00DS

IN THE

s'

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OK FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION BETS,

r

HOUSE

,

j

JEWELER

HO A

PHONE 36

i;

MANUFACTURER

4JD

FOR HALF A, CENTURY
THE LEADING

Ho-Tll-

j

Goods.

in

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED

J

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

1'lloNK

SANTA FE, N. M.
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Hullder has a good reputut ion If houses Rood builders' hardware In

j

in the. Houses he builds.

j

Qui- builders' hardware lias the best reputation, because the best builders come to our store to buy their supplies.
only do we keepcoarse i?ools for heavy building, but the very finest
Jotmaterials
for finishing the lnsides of line houses,
-

Forestry Service Miss;
Reach has been transferred from the
Chirichau national forest in Arizona!
to the iPeco forest service and will
assume clerical duties in the local of-- (
rice here tomorrow. Miss Beach will
fill the vacancy caused by the transfer of Miss Clara Wood from the forestry service to the office of the surTransfer

in

Washington, T). C, March 7. There
was in 1907 a decrease of (i per cent
in the number of saloons throughout
the country, according to the V. S. veyor general.
census bureau's forthcoming report on
Dead Trinidad
Trinidad Chavez
the statistics of the 158 largest cities Chavez of San Francisco street died
which had a population of over 30,000 of
pneumonia yesterday. He was well
each that year.
known in railroad circles and had
The report, prepared by chief of di- lived here many
years.
Surviving
vision, E. H. Maling, contains com- him are a widow and four children,
plete statistics of the number of li- one daughter and three sons. The
quor licenses in force at the close of funeral services will be held at S
the license year in each of the cities o'clock tomorrow morning from the
and the number of inhabitants to each cathedral.
dealer selling liquor by the drink.
Fair Weather to Continue At least
such is the prediction of the weather
$100 REWARD, $100.
bureau, and farmers are beginning to
The readers of this paper will be sigh for rain and snow while orchard-ist- s
are hoping for colder weather as
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has the warm, sunny days are forcing
been able to cure in all its stages, fruit buds. Saturday the maximum
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh temperature in the shade reached 61)
Cure is the only positive cure now degrees and yesterday 68 degrees,
known to the medical fraternity. Ca while the minimum for both days was
tarrh being a constitutional disease, 06 degrees. The relative humidity on
requires a constitutional treatment. Saturday evening at six o'clock was
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- only 15 per cent and yesterday at
ally, acting directly upon the blood the same time 18 per cent, or dry
and mucous surfaces of the system, enough for a desert. A year ago tothereby destroying the foundation of day, the maximum temperature was 46
the disease, and giving the patient degrees, the minimum 26 degrees, and
strength by building up the constitu- the sunshine 70 per cent with increastion and assisting nature In doing its ing cloudiness about noon and light
work. The proprietors have so much snow over the foothills and mounfaith in its curative powers that they tains.
offer one Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
(Continued on Page Eight.)
list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Toledo, O.
PAZOOINTMTCNT Is fruaranteed to cure
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
f Itchlnn. Blind BleedinKor
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti any case Piles
In 6 to 14 days or money
59c.
pation.
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WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
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Screened

We have it.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

TrW.Ts.PIZZ
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

Ueras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
1

SSiS

bSPLKEA

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INOORPORATKD)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

M.

REAIE STATE and INSURANCE business.
to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of interest : :

PHONE 213

j

For

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Chapped
Hands

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST simp j?LAZA

V
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Every garment made to

1

Diamonds, Watches Clocks

S. Sm
tz
a

-

j

8

8

one-fourt- h

.
.
:
t'l n ill Lilts

Made to
Measure

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

More than
of such deal--I
wcve rp. j
ire
j.jo laigcoi .if...
and
York
New
from
Chicago;
ported
the cities of over 300,000 population
Record-Herald- .
with the smallest number of saloons
were Washington (521) and Pittsburg
Bought up Paper Attorney Elfego
fiaca has secured entire control of La (SIS). In cities of this class, the largest, number of saloons in proportion
Opinion I'ublica at. Albuquerque.
to the population were in Milwaukee
T).
C.
Officials
Sued
for $11,000
City
:
Williams has brought suit against C and Xew Orleans where, in the form-li-- ;
F. Reynolds, Coke Buchanan and K. er, there was one dealer selling
R. Hart, town officials of Clovis, for quor by the drink to every 142 inhabi... 41m loftr.i. ir OVIH'U 900'
$11,1)00 damages for unlawful arrest.
I he
number ot mnaui- Will Try Again C. K Odom
;in- - inhabitants.
nounces himself as a candidate for the t.mts to every dealer in Philadelphia
Democratic nomination for sheriff of, was "CI, and in Boston 738. The other
Chaves county to succeed C. L. Bal-'- , cities having less than 200 inhabitants
lard. Odem was defeated several to each dealer were Galveston (134),
years ago by Sheriff Woodward, a Re-- East St. louis (143), Mobile (153),
(1S3J,
Hoboken
Houston
publican.
(158),
e
Nominate Business Men's Ticket
Springfield, 111., (188), and West
citizens of Hagernian, Chaves bokeu (191).
county, have nominated the following!
The smallest number of saloons in
citizens' ticket: Mayor, X. S. West; jiroportion to liopulation is shown for
town clerk, (). R. Tanner;; alderman the cities of
Pennsylvania and Mass-- 1
1
year, S. M. Winters, John Wran-owsk- achuset ts, and the largest for those of
alderman two years, F. D. Texas, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
Mitchell.
in comparing the number of retail
Republican Club Elects Officers
dealers in 141 cities reporting
liquor
The Republican club of Artesia, Kddy
shown
1!)07 and 1905, it is
both
for
has
elected
Hamilton
county,
Harry
G
cent
of
a
was
decrease
there
that
per
president by a vote of !(j against 22
for .lames O. Clifford, T. R. Smith in the number of saloons in 1907.
vice president over William Idler and The decrease was general in nearly
W. K. Schwartz secretary treasurer every part of the country, except the
over l:d ward I Phillips.
Rocky Mountain and southwestern
Roswell Will Have Dry Fire Depart- states.
ment The fire committee of the
city council, has prohibited drink
ing of intoxicants by firemen in the
AfliWflD PITV TnDIPCB
following order:
X.
"Roswell,
M., Feb. 28, l'JlO.
of the Roswell Fire De'"To the Ciii

inter 6rocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Mle Ladies Garments

Every pair
guaranteed.

One boon I crave, discerning heart.
In crowded street or bustling mart,
Where friendship's fires brightly glow,
Real friends to know, my friends to
know.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
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s
na passed, by a majority of
over our governor's veto, a bill which
incorporated into the qualifications of
voters an additional qualification,
which had never been on the statute books before. It is this:
"And who, not being prevented by
physical disability from so doing, is
New Mexico Proves a Profit- able to read the contitution of the
United States in the English language
able Field for Outside
in such manner us to show he is
neither prompted nor reciting from
Corporations
memory, and to write his name."
That qualification
required the
HCEED LOSSES changing of the registration law, and
PREMIUMS
also the law relating to the carrying
two-third-

Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
The constant aching of a tad back,
The weariness, the tired feeling.
The pains and aches of kidney ills
Are serious if neglected.
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
to avoid them.
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
I was cured of a bad attack of kidt
ney complaint. At that time a
appeared in the loca. papers,
telling of my experience and I yjow
take pleasure in confirming all that
was then said in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were other troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
was noticeable, and the contents of
to
two boxes restored my kidneys
their normal condition also entirely
removing the pain in my back. I am
glad to say that during the time that
has since passed, my cure has been
permanent."
Price 50
For sale by all dealer

FIRE COMPANIES

Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for ihe United
n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

and

Doan's

Small Holding Claim Xo. 1419.

(Serial 012529.)
Pecos Forest Reserve. Not coal land
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Oiiice.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following claimant has filed notice of
.his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
j.6 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before register or receiver at Santa
Fe, N. M., (U. S. Land Office) on
April 15, 1910, viz: Jose E. Roybal,
heir of Gregorio Roybal, of Rowe, N.
M., for the lots 1 and 2, and S
Sec. 32, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
NE
15.172 acres.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.
Visenter Quintana, of Pecos, N. M.;
1--

1--

o
Ramon Rodriguez, Cleofes Garcia,
M.
N.
all
of
Rowe,
Garcia,
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
ithat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Cal-letan-

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

on of elections on election day in reference to challenges.
The Chairman. Address yourself
first, please, to the change that that
makes in the registration law.
Mr. Morrison.
Yes. sir. Registration in Arizona is carried on in this
way, under the law: The recorder of
the county is the registering officer;
and we have what is called a great
register, a large book, that is in his
office. A short time before every election the board of supervisors will order a registration. The registering
officers in the county are the county
recorder, such deputies as he was appoint as deputy registering officers,
and justices of the peace. This law
provides that before a person can be
registered as a voter in a county and
have his name go on the great register, where it must be to entitle him to
vote, the following things must be
done (I read from paragraph 2289, R.
S. A. 1901, as amended by the act of
March, 1909):
"Before anyone applying for registration can be registered, he must
make an affidavit in writing before
the registering officer, wherein must
be stated and shown each and every
fact entitling such person to be registered, and also the facts required to
be stated on the great register, except
the date and number; and no person
shall be registered who, not beins prevented by physical disability from so
doing, is unable to read the constitution of the United States in the English language in such manner as to
show he is neither prompted nor reciting from memory, or unable to write
his name."
In other words, any justice of the
peace, any registering officer appointed by the county recorder, the county
recorder himself all of these are
made the judges, in his discretion, to
determine whether or not I am qualified. When I appear before any one
of them asking that my name shall go
on the great register, he passes judgment on me as to whether or not I am
qualified to become; an elector of the
county, and whether I can read a section of the constitution in the English
language in such a manner as to satisfy this registering officer (whoever
he may be) that I can do so. That
places it in the power of a registering
officer to disqualify any man from getting his name on the great register;
and there is no appeal from that decision of the registering officer.
The Chairman.
Let me get this
clear. This provision, then, is not only a provision that he shall be able
to do this, but that he shall be able
to satisfy this registering officer, whoever he may be, that he is able to do

Over Thirty Million Dollars of
Risks in Effect Last
Year.
Fire insurance in New Mexico showed gTeat improvement during the past
year according to the report of Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves.
His assistant, Peter M. A. Lienau has
just compiled the statistics for 1909
and they show that while the losses
incurred amounted to $454,972.68; the
premiums collected were $60:3,977.46,
the risks written $33,240,313 and the
losses paid $425,099.96 or about 75 per
cent of the premiums. Conditions
would have been still better had it
not been for the frequent fires at
Clovis, Portales and Elida. But for
the first two will soon have efficient
water systems of their own, which
will materially reduce the risks. The
business done by the different comj
panies is shown as follows, the first
figures in each paragraph giving the
risks written, the second figure the
premiums collected and the third the
losses incurred:
Aachen & Munich $167,134; $3,132.-1- 7
;.,

$2,191.47.

Aetna

$774,771;

$1S,069.24;

$10,-079.8-

American Central $688,104, $13,487.
49; $24,692.S8.
Atlas, $610,066; $12,357.76; $8,501.25.
British America $439,324; $8,105.49;
$ Jf3oo.75.
Connecticut $725,535;
$14,406.41;
$7,828.04.
Continental $664,369;
$13,566.71;
$6,305.06.
Commercial Union $888,471;
$7,698.04.
Fire Association .$815,401; $1S,038.-71- ;
$9,787.83.
Fireman's Fund $1,795,288;
$27,061.17.
Germanla $503,997; $10,458.50;
$14,-794.8-

$39,-667.8- 4;

German American

$972,663;
$15,389.18.
Hartford
$4,314,561;
$69,045.57;
$38,356.07.
Home $3,503,202; $37,617.07;

$19,-622.5-

$55,-747.6- 4.

Imperial (Colo.)

$346,491;

$7,346.47;

$8,278.44.
Ins. Co. of North America
$27,586.58; $21,678.98.

Liverpool

&

London

&

Globe

$1,243,-01-

5;

$2,185,- -

135; $30,834.80;

$21,794.93.
London Assurance $372,490; $7,784,- 65; $1,228.10.
Xiondon & Lanchashire
$480,738;
$10,143.74; $7,066.73.
National $1,3574306;
$25,199.60;
The New Mexjca.i Printing Com-pan- y $17,053.63.
has on hand a large supply of
Niagara $879,703; $18,623.86; $17,- pads and tablets suitable for achool 483.95.
No. British & Mercantile $1,517,577;
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants: good everywhere. We $20,922.91; $17,034.46.

will sell them at

5

rents in book form.

NOTICE OF SALE.
Notice is hereby Riven that on the 22nd
1908, Deputy Collector FranK
day of Octoberseized
at Pearce, Arizona, 4S
R. Orandall,
and six quarts bottles of whiskey,
pints
The above described property having
been seized for violation of Section 6 Act
March 3, 1897.
Any person claiming the above described property is required to make such claim
in compliance with law, to the undersigned1
within thirty days from the lirst publication
H, F.BAKDSHAR
of this notice- V--i

Collector.

it?

Yes, sir.
i,019,026;
The Chairman. And if the register$17,219.93.
is not satisNorwich Union $772,511; $16,207.14; ing officer says that he
fied as to the man's qualifications, that
$10,314.55.
Northwestern National $150,630; is conclusive?
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
$2,572.11; $1,319.50.
The Chairman.
And the man's
Orient $341,977; $7,482.28; $3,566.21.
name
not
is
to go on to the
permitted
Palatine $569,029;; $11,674.44;
great register so that he can vote?
Mr. Morrison. That is the fact.
Phenix $305,880; $6,538.57; $2,000.
The Chairman. And from that de
Queen $581,015;
$12,029.81;
cision of the registering officer there
is no appeal?
Royal $1,443,969;
$28,769.63;
Mr. Morrison. There is no appeal
Scottish Union $637,352; $14,163.76; provided by law in any way.
The Chairman.
It is conclusive?
$16,715.61.
Mr. Morrison. It is conclusive; yes,
Shawnee $136,297; $2,786.26; $1,102.-25- .
sir.
Do I understand,
The Chairman.
$1,221,051;
Springfield
$24,489.05;
$23,020.43.
then, that that puts it in the hands
St. Paul $536,84;); $11,147.25;
of this one particular man?
Mr. Morrison.
Of this registering
Westchester $279,386; $5,988.49;
officer, yes, sir; belonging to the class
I have mentioned.
He may be either
the county recorder, a deputy appoint- ed by him, or a justice of the peace
of the county. Let us say a man does
get his name on the great register.
Spanish-America- n
Disfranchised
by Then it is provided, among challenges,
the Democratic Legislature of
j that
Arizona.
The Chairman. Wait a minute.
Thinking it would be well that our You have now gotten his name on the
Spanish-America- n
citizens should be register?
advised of the sentiments and actions
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
of the Democrats of Arizona towards '
Now you are comThe Chairman.
them, I ask a part of your valuable
to
the
of
time
voting?
ing
space to give some information there- j
Mr.
Morrison.
Now
I am coming to
on. The dast legislature of Arizona,
can happen, on
or
what
what
happens,
being largely Democratic, advantage
w'as taken of that circumstance to dis- election day. The statute provides, as
is usual, that challenges may be offranchise the greater part of the
to any man offering himself to
erican
citizen, and they did so fered
election. We will say that a
vote
at
very effectually. But as the entire
matter was fully discussed in "the man has been successful in getting
hearing before the committee on ter- his name on the great register. Theritories in the United States Senate" board of election in each election preit will be more satisfactory to quote cinct consists of an irspector and two
"judges," as we call them, appointed
i jj
therefrom.
"
by the board of supervisors of the
A. L. MORRISON.
There is one feature of what is county. Two members of that elecknown as the Beveridge bill to which tion board are appointed from the
I should like to address my remarks party that is dominant in the county
and one member from the party that
for a few moments.
The Chairman. You refer to the cast the next highest vote at the prebill introduced in the Senate?
ceding election. The statute provides
Mr. Morrison. The bill introduced in that when a voter presents himself,
the Senate; yes sir. I refer to the notwithstanding the fact that his name
of has been placed on the great register,
provision that the qualifications
electors shall be the same as they he may be challenged. The language
were in the time the last delegate In is:
"The party challenged shall be reCongress was elected. That was in
the fall of 1908. In March, 1909, the quired to read any section of the conlegislature of the Territory of Arizo stitution of the United States that

Northern Assurance

Mr. Morrison.

$19,-315.6-

$11,-386.7- 8.

$15,-773.1- 8.

i

I00DTS

HACK LIRE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at

Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
wayi Good covered hack and good

teams.

,4$
Tiling- clcua to

r

FARE

3?

2

ales IFas

S5.00

THE FORUM.

)

Spanish-Am-

A HORSE KNOWS

where he is well treated. At our
livery stable the horses we rent LOOK
like horses that are perfectly kept.
Our turnouts are the finest in this
part of the country, and we rent them
BY, THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK

at reasonable rates to responsible
parties.

Your own horses boarded.

WILLUIS

4 BISISG

Light and Heavy Livery.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Y

New Mexico Military Institute

DIG ILL

state-fen-

if
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IT IS SERIOUS.

4.1

vm

.
Conversations

fa

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wnt Point of tht 8outhwt."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

HPS
rf
ML

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young

XJ,

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700

Wouldn't it be interesting if you
could record all the funny conversations you overhear? No
eavesdropping, of course, you
understand
but just those you
accidentally happen to stumble

feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during sessiOD.
Eleven Officers and instructors, ail graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

onto. Well, you just ought to
overhear "Conversations"
that's the name of the song. It's
March Ambcrol Record No. 3G8.

Ask your dealer to play it for
you on the

Edison

a

9

Superintendent.

Thonograph
Oft complete list of March Record from
your dealer, or write to National Phonograph
Company. 75 lakeside Avenue, Oranee, N. J.

0J0 CALlEfJTfi ROT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in
The efficiency of these waters
located in the midst of the Ancieut
been
has
throughly tested by the
west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles
miraculous cures attested to in the)
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperature of these waters Is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing 2."0 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
year round. There is now a commod- upon request This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and.
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
These wrlers contain 1,026.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
the-worl-

e

may be designated by the inspector,
and may be required to write his
name; and if, thereupon, a majority
of the board shall be satisfied that the
challenge is not true, the one challenged shall be permitted to vote;
else not."
That places it absolutely in the discretionary power of the majority of
the board of inspection on election
day, when I present myself, with my
name on the great register, to say:
"Here, read a section of the constitution."
Pardon me, right
Mr. Chairman.
there. The law says, "the inspector."
Who is the inspector?
Mr. Morrison. The inspector is the
jtidge of election the one who sits
there as the presiding officer of these
three.
The Chairman. Of the three?
Mr. Morrison. Of the three.
The Chairman. He is a member of
the election board?
Mr. Morrison. He is simply a member of the board of election.
So your point is
The Chairman.
that, first of all, this puts it in his discretion to select any provision of the
constitution that he may see fit?
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. And then if a majority of the election board shall say
that in their opinion he is not qualified under this provision, he can not
vote?
Mr. Morrison. That is correct; and
there is no appeal from that ruling.
The Chairman. Now, go ahead.
Mr. Morrison. So that (to make it
short) you have to pass the running
fire of two different parties before
you can get J"our vote into the ballot box. First comes the registering
officer. You must satisfy him that
ou can read in English the constitution of the United States, or he does
not put your name on the great register. It is discretionary with him to
do as he pleases. Next, if you happen
to get your name on the great register, a majority of the board of election can disqualify you so that you
can not vote, because you do not satisfy them that you are able to read in
the English language a section of the
constitution, designated by the inspector of elections; in such a manner as
to show that you have not committed
it to memory, or that you are not be
ing prompted. So we say it opens the
doors to frauds of all kinds in

Bar-anc- o

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

General Express Forwarders
.TO.

All Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

off.

Does the law say
What does

Senator Hughes.

that it is his discretion?
the law say?

Mr. Morrison.
ago.

1

read it a moment

Necessarily, it is the registering
officer that must decide that question,
because the elector's name goes on
the great register at the will of the
registering officer. That is the point
that I make. It is not a question of
whether a man has resided in the territory long enough, or anything o
that kind, or that he is a citizen of the
United States; because he can prove
those facts. But it Is left discretionary in the mind of a registering officer (who may;be a justice of the
peace, a county recorder, or a deputy
recorder) to decide whether or not
the man's name shall go on the great
(Continued on Page Six.)

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Mr. Morrison.

Most assuredly.
Senator Hughes. Are they a set of
men who, in the public eye, are going
to deliberately cut men out of their
right to vote? Is that the idea, Mr.
Morrison? We have a much greater
power vested in our boards, and everybody is under oath.
Mr. Morrison. I am simply showing
you that the power that is placed in
the hands of the registering officers.
This qualification, you will see, is a
matter that is merely in the mind or
the discretion of the registering officer. He can rule one way or the
other, and there is no way of catching
him up on it. I may read a section
from the constitution in his presence,
and he may say: "Oh, well, I am not
satisfied;" and he can leave my name

N M

Wells Fargo k Company
Express

Are not these of

Senator Hughes.
ficers under oath?

Proorietor.

Ojo Caliente. Taos. County

RATES RIGHT.
Don

S

Caspar Avenue

SALEL

IAe have

CHAS. CLOSSON

LACES & EMBROIDERIES

S

sjeL

just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CA.LL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE,
tanta Fe,

N. M.

Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block

J
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mall

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
'V per week by carrier
75
carrier
month,
Ly
aily, per
.65
Daily, per month, by mail .....
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

....$3.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL. PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It
and growing trculatf.) i
a
every postoffice in the Territory, and has large
of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people

THE ENEMIES OF STATEHOOD.
Some interests whose identity may
in-be guessed, are getting into such ofj
Review
as
the
tiuential magazines
Reviews and tne uuuook. iu ,maw
statehood for New Mexico. This is
coundeplorable and very difficult to in a
Reviews
of
Review
teract. The
is
very unjust article says: "Congress
New
converting
insist
to
upon
likely
state,
Mexico into an English-speakinand even having English taught in the
public schools." To this the Socorro
Chieftain replies:
"New Mexico has been the victim
of much misrepresentation coming
from such sources as to render it
worthy of only a passing notice, but
the foregoing implications that New
and
Mexico is not English-speakin- g
in
its
pubnot.
is
taught
that English
lic schools are so rankly false and
come from such a source as to cause
blank astonishment in the mind of
anybody at all familiar with conditions
in this territory. It is sad but true
that the people of New Mexico have
been maligned so long that such treatment nntst come from a very unexpected source, as in this instance, to
g

AN INSTANCE.

j

j

JUST
Every once in a while, a newcomer
to New Mexico, including New Yorkers, speak disparagingly about politics
in this territory, how bffices are dealt
out and bow service is rendered the
public. Yet, political methods in New
with
Mexico will bear comparison
those in the Empire state where re-

cent bribery scandals and the deplorable political prostitution of the
greatest city of the country, combined
to create a stench that has nauseated
the entire nation. There is a little
news item, today, for instance, which
tells of the appointment of a young
man, worthy no doubt, to be an Indian
inspector in New Mexico. He had
been overseer of the poor at Herkimer, New York, the past fourteen
years; in that position he rendered
political service. He and his wife fell
ill and the salubrious climate of New

K M.

1
AND FPOM ROSWELt..
Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
la $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

The Carlsbad Argus refutes rather
pettishly the hope expressed by the
New Mexican when it said: "It is
pleasing to know that there is a
strong center of Republican influence
in the enemy's country." It proceeds
to show how small the Republican vote
in Eddy county was in 190S and particularly in the upper end of the county. Yet, these same figures show that
more Republican votes were cast in
Artesia than in any other precinct of
the county. More than that, only last
week, the Republican Club of Artesia held a meeting to elect officers,
and there were 88 votes cast at that
meeting. There are few Republican
strongholds in New Mexico that can
show such interest in a Republican
Club at this time of the year. An Artesia subscriber writes that a recent
canvass shows that there are 288 Republican voters in the Artesia precinct. As the Democrats at the last
elected polled only 228 votes, it is evident, that Artesia is growing to be a
center of Republican influence. More
than once, the creation of a new county has turned a certain section of the
Territory into the Republican column.
Such was the case with Otero county
and with Union county as well as with
Colfax county. It may be the case
again with Artesia and Pyramid counties. But aside from that, Artesia
will make a good county; in fact, a
better county than most of the counties created in late years.

TO

R.

PALEH.

President.

J. B.

7, 1910.

BEAD, CasMer.

FRAHK McKAKE,

Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

Tuesday March 8th.

$150,000
80.000

a general banking business in all its branches.

""Vansacts

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foi'iign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are u(riven bv anvJ monevJ transmitina- avpnrv.7 nnhii- - m.
wa
$ private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
percent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on
consignments of livestock and products.
7 The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
d and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all
respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
5- ,nuhlir. is retnerfnllv cnliritrl
"J
thru

THE BIG EVENT!
Don't Miss
Prima-Donn- a

J.

L, A. HUGHES,

ELK'S THEATRE

The Noted

MARCH

MONDAY,

Comedienne

5

-

DOROTHY
MORTON
In .1.

.1

McXally's Musieiil Comedy

"WIDOW JONES"

1

3 Hours of Fast Fun 3
The Fourth Ward should have the
The Latest Song Hits
been
public school house that has
is
It
so
it
for
many
years.
promised
Talented Company of 30
the only ward without a school house
nnd many of its small children must
BEAUTIFUL SHOW GIRLS""
walk over a mile to school. The board
Lavish Production nnd Gowns
of education has the funds; it knows
PRICES: $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
that every day that it postpones putSeats on Sale at Fischer's Drug
ting up a school building in the Fourth Store, Friday Morning, March 4th.
Ward, it is increasing the cost, for
lots will never be cheaper in Santa Fe
nor will building material ever be any
lower. The board of education is Republican and the people have had an
idea that wherever the Republicans
SHOP
are in charge there is progress, there
is fairness, there is a keeping of
For 19 years the only
promises, but in this case, the board
first class tonsorial parlor
certainly has turned down the taxin Santa Fe.
payers of the Fourth Ward good and
hard. It is true, that a school house
OUR NEW PITCH
in the Fourth Ward will take care of
TREATMENT
the future, but the communities that
take care of the future are those that is guaranteed to cure, (not only
grow and progress. Santa Fe should relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
have a manual training school. Why other scalp irritations. "We also
not make the proposed Fourth Ward car rv a complete line of all the
a manual tral;i:ig
public school
popular hair and facial tonics.
school? It will have to be built some
HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
day and why therefore postpone it, debenof
BATHS BATHS BATHS
priving the children of the day
efits that the community owes them?

Mexico was no doubt recommended
"State commitby their physician.
teemen Strobel and Congressman
were appealed to and they
succeeded in giving this worthy young
man a job as inspector of the Pueblo
Indians in New Mexico, that is if press
reports are correct. The young man
attract their serious attention."
in all probability has never before
is
But the attack of the magazine
not near as detrimental as that of the seen an Indian; inspectorships are
Democratic leaders of New Mexico. supposed to be civil service jobs but
here is a worthy young man, ill and
Says the Western Liberal:
in need of a remunerative job in a
Mexico
New
"The Democrats of
have always claimed to be in favor salubrious climate and his political
of statehood, but when the prospects friends saw to it that he got it. That
are good they always get out their is the way it is worked in New York,
hammer and proceed to knock. In in the department of the interior, at
the moment
1S90, when a constitution had been the national capital, but
action in a
is
there
any
analogous
territhe
of
Democrats
prepared the
shout of
is
the
then
there
territory,
tory voted solidly against it, and it
was defeated. If it had been ndopted political favoritism, nepotism, corrupthe chances are congress would have tion and the fellows who came here
admitted us on it. In 1906, when the from other states hold up their bands
in holy horror at the conditions which
question of uniting New Mexico and
Arizona was voted on the Democrats they imagine they discovered in their
of New Mexico voted against the pro- new home. It is human nature and
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
are misled by it to the detriment The fire insurance business yields Phone us,
position, but could not defeat it in many
wewillbegladtocallfor your
a fair profit in this territory accord- laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
this territory, although- they were able and loss of this commonwealth.
to in Arizona. Now that the prospect
ing to the report for 1909 of Insur- and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
BULLETINS.
AGRICULTURAL
All work is guaranteed: your
ance Oomnssioner Jacobo 'Chav)es.
of congress passing an admission bill
Three' valuable bulletins of the Agri- The losses
socks are mended and buttons
is better than it ever was the demopaid were only about 75
sewed on you shirts, without
cratic central committee had a meet- cultural Experiment Station of New per cent of the premiums collected
extra
of
Mexico
from
are
the
charge.
press
just
situresoand that despite the unfavorable
ing in Albuquerque and passed
lutions opposing both the Hamilton the New Mexican. Two of them are ation at Clovis, Portales and Elid? PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
and Beveridge bills, and appointed a by Professor Garcia and treat on which is being remedied so that losscommittee to go to Washington to "Apple Culture Under Irrigation," and es will probably be much less this
work against these bills. W. B. Wal- "Onion Tests," while the third is by year. The talk therefore of the neton, the leader of the Grant county Professors B. P. Fleming and J. B. cessity of raising fire insurance rates
on is mere buncombe.
If
Democracy, made an eloquent speech Stoneking and gives valuable data
anything
New
in
Plants
"Tests
of
Pumping
rates ought to be lowered. Fire inat this meeting, but it is probable if
All
in
are
Mexico
three
this action of the Democratic party of
stance is an especially safe business
New Mexico should be sufficient to of great value to the cause of scien in New Mexico for there are noj
defeat the statehood bill that the In- tific agriculture and should be kept large cities, no buildings of enormous
for reference by every
value and therefore the risks are comdependent will claim that the Republican party does not live up to its farmer. They can be had upon appli- paratively small and there is no
promises and is to blame because the cation, free of charge, and are intend- chance of enormous losses such as the
ed to answer practical questions that San
Francisco, or the Boston or the
territory is not admitted."
present themselves to the tiller of the
The Albuquerque Morning Journal soil. The tests described in the last Chicago fires entailed and which
wrecked
The
many a company.
takes the following philosophical view named bulletin were made in the
that
could
greatest
posconflagration
cf the situation:
Mimbres and Mesilla valleys.
sibly occur in New Mexico would be
'Where prices are lowest
"The joint high or possibly knee The bulletin is illustrated with many a mere
bagatelle to the large
high commission sent to Washing- diagrams. The first two bulletins are
ton by the Democratic central com- profusely illustrated and show that
for safe quality"
mittee of New Mexico to fix things in onion as well as apple growing can be
When the senate committee on terthe matter of statehood, goes under made very profitable in New Mexico.
instructions to 'demand that there be Formulas are given for insecticides ritories wanted more light on the lOne, Resolution to Make
problem it telegraphed to
nothing in the statehood bill about and Professor J. E. Mundel has an statehood
O. Bursum at New York
H.
Chairman
on
in
"ProBulletin
article
the
ConApple
to
submitting the constitution
Trees From Rabbits During to come to Washington at once. When
gress.' Mr. Jones of Las Vegas, will tecting
the Winter." The Agricultural Sta President Taft wanted to appoint a
What other 1910 Resolu
politely but firmly inform the gentletion youmay make
men of the Senate and House of Rep- tion is doing invaluable work for the governor for New Mexico he summonfarmers of the
and more ed National Committeeman Solomon
resentatives, that we, the people of farmers should Territory
get in touch with it Lima and the latter made the trip to
New Mexico, will not tolerate any
Resolve now that you will
and
read
and
its
for Washington.
The national adminisstudy
congressional meddling in the matter the education of the tillerbulletins,
trade at KAUNE & OO. the
of the soil tration has implicit faith in both
of our state constitution, and he will is the
con Messrs. Luna and Bursum and there
most
that
task
important
coming year. It is a resoluprove it by Mr. Worrall of Clovis, and fronts New Mexico at this
day.
is a reason for it. Not only are both
Mr. McGill of La Lande. That will
tion in your own interest, for
levelheaded, loya.1 and patriotic, but
make it a sure thing."
it means the best possible
The action of the Democrats has re they are also well posted, unselfish
lieved the Republicans of consider- and
table supplies at lowest posThey give of their
A little incident of Indian warfare able misgiving.
Had the Democrats time, means and talents ungrudgingly,
sible
in New Mexico indicates how easily kept their promises and their faith with no
of reward for themthe mob spirit is quelled by discipline and had worked with the Republicans selves butthought
to serve party and people.
and firmness. The Apaches had just for the accomplishment of statehood, Not even their
expenses or time are
raided a settlement and had killed the Republicans would have been in a
KAUNK
one except themselves
Think it over-is- n't
for
paid
by
any
and horribly mutilated a boy. The sorry plight had statehood failed in
no
ask
and
for
favors
they
& Co, the logical store for you
personal
was
in
and
when
a
community
frenzy
Congress. But the Democrats are ac from any one. In that they differ from
two squaws of Geronimo's band came
to patronize through 1910.
and have set out to de- most other leaders who take the best
to ranch houses in the Canada de los commodating
feat statehood. If they succeed, they for themselves and divide what reAlamos, a mob formed to hang them. will have robbed themselves of the
mains among their followers.
But the mob lacked leadership and
with which they
issue
available
only
while its members were debating as
of
"
to the details of the fate to be meted could have gone before the people
February is not only a short month,
New Mexico this fall.
to
out
the Red Skins, a squad of solbut
it is also a dull month as far as
diers led by a lieutenant appeared on
& COMPANY
The Albuquerque Morning Journal federal land office business Is conthe scene, drew ud in front of the
ofland
cerned.
Santa
at
Fe
the
on
Yet,
sheds
new
the
light
"desperate
house which sheltered the squaws.
0
more than
The lieutenant merely commanded: financial" condition of the Territory fice during the month,
form
acres
one
in
filed
were
when
Fe
New
upon
"The
Santa
it
says:
"Shoot any one who comes within fifteen paces of this house!" No more Mexican is puzzled to know what the or another and Santa Fe is only one
was said, but it was sufficient, for Albuquerque evening paper means of five land offices in the Territory.
one after the other of the mob of when it talks about 'the desperate con- Of these five offices, that at Las Cru-ce- s
does the smallest amount of busihardy, fearless frontiersmen dropped ditions,' in New Mexico. But that's
out of sight. It was an illustration easy. The territorial treasury is full ness and yet, even .there, almost
were entered upon. In all
i of the power, ot discipline over that to overflowing, and the Democratic
"of a mob and demonstrates that if the party is not allowed to have a whack five land offices, the entries amounted
authorities in the south at it. What could be more desperate to a quarter million acTes, which main3 Democratic
tained for the year will mean three
iu
reanj
tuut!i, nine tenuis OI than that, from a Democratic
million acres. But during the comthe horrible lynchings now disgracing
the fair name of the South could be
ing months, the entries will be many Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Another Democratic senator has more than the average for February.
prevented.
confessed that he is getting fees from The public lands of New Mexico are Returns Thursday and Friday.
It is rather strange that property in corporations for pushing legislation. being taken up so rapidly that twenty AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Xew Mexico Insured for more than It's a sorry crowd that some of the yearB from now there will not Temain
FO. BROWN Agent.
$33,000,000 Is assessed at less than southern states send to the halls of an available acre of the 40,000,000 to
;
Phone Nor? -- 23 Red
50,000,000 acres Subject to entry.
Congress to represent them.
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of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

PLAZA BARBER

1908-1909-

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

KERR'S

'

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

Unex

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN

Proprietor

,

Commodious Sample J?oom
"

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

GROCERS

Now

:

;

:

v

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

We Are

;

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

& Co.

THE REST.

DO

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
wait.

Serving

OurLnereisln?

t?jt

a'nfjii

rl

navels the
pitro
wa m erlt
yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEPropritor.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR";"
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100'.

TOMAS

Phone Red 100

P. DELGADO Mgr.

i

E

S.

KAUNE

HERE IS

mm

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE

33,-00-

PHONE 2B

5

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops .

Many

other

J

articles
that"
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO Proprietor
M.
Santa

301-30- 3

San Francisco bt.

Fe, N,

7
PERSONAL MENTION
C. J. Dixon of Kansas Citq, is
iting friends here.
H. V. Clark, an attorney of Las
gas, is at the Palace.
Harold Marston of Albuquerque,
visiting friends here.

'H-

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY
We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.

Ve-

is

Adolfo Espinoso of Taos, is register- - j
ed at the Coronado hotel.
Attorney Ralph C. Easley is up from
Estancia on court business.
Harry Leight, a traveling man from ;
Kansas City, is at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Baker, tourists
of Denver, are at the Palace.
Y. M. Peterson; a business man of
Durango, Colo., is at the Palace.
Ben M. Jacks, a traveling man from
Louisville, is calling on business men
here.

-

Ease and plenty of OLD AGE can come only from work and saving
during your younger, energetic days.
Do you want to be old and poor?
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

CO.

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

C. C. Murray,

THE

ALSO

NO TROUBLE

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE

JUST
Call and see the
Beautiful Flowers
on DISPLAY.
'

-

.

;

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CUE AM & MILK
140 Red
Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
No

AY

&

Where your dollar buys

i

Company.

the

most.

It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

If you want anything on eartu
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

friends.

Col. W. Viljoen, of Dona Ana county, celebrated his birthday anniversary this week with a five course dinner. Covers were laid for 14. Those
who enjoyed Colonel Viljoen's hospitality were: Misses Sarah, Ruth and
Grace Hyland, Marie Levisay, Susie
Vandyke, Ivie Snyman and Mrs.
Messrs. Viljoen, J. C. McNary,
H. Hylton, Ben Marais, ' J. and H.
Snyman, and Wyne Hyland.

71 Hnnr

.(

FOR THE FAMOUS
STUDEBAKER WAGONS

MISS A MUGLER
Southeast Corner PJaza.

k

et

50lvetd

that That new 5pkinc
Suit You are Going To Buy
IS ALL READY NOW,
STYLE AND PATTERN-TANY

m

taste:-

SUIT

-

but has recently been appointed

aju-ta-

general of New Mexico on the
governor's staff." El Faso Herald.
'Hon. and Mrs. M. C. Mechem arrived in Socorro yesterday morning
from their wedding trip to some of
the cities of the east. Asked what
sentiment he found prevailing on the
statehood question among, the congressmen and senators now assembled
in Washington, Judge Mechem said
that the sentiment was strongly in
favor of granting the territories the
boon they have waited for so long. He
said, also, that while in Washington
he visited the interior department and
was informed that work on the Elephant Butte project would be begun
just as soon as possible after the report of the commission on appraise--

ment reached Washington, and that
there would be no delay in any event."
Socorro Chieftain.
At the first performance of the Dramatic club of Mount Saint Joseph, a
famous Catholic institution near Philadelphia, Master Theodore Roosevelt
son of Probate Clerk George W. Armi-jo- ,
of this city, carried off the honors.
Says the Catholic Standard and Times
in describing
the entertainment:
"There was generous applause of
which perhaps the largest individual
portion was bestowed upon a small
guest of the college, Master Theodore
Roosevelt Armijo.
He entertained
with a recitation an English one at
that so faultlessly given that none
could discern trace of the existing
handicap of Spanish birth and extremely tender years (Master Armijo
has not yet seen seven summers.) After the performance congratulations
were evidently In order."

&UTKB BROWN

C

CMiCA&O

WE ARE SHOWING NEW .SPRING SUITS
THAT WILL ACTUALLY MAKE YOU HAPPY
THE COLOR-ARE RIGHT. THEY WILL

WEAR,

THEY WILL FIT.

Light Company

'.

IT WILL MATCH

YOUR PUR.SE,
YOU WILL LooK DRE.S.SED UP.
FROM $ 1 2,50 TO $20,00.
IF YOU WANT TO PAY MORE LET U.S
MAKE YOUR .SUIT To ORDER. YOU MIGHT
GO To NEW YORK AND PAY "WETZEL"
HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A SUIT. DoNT Do
IT. WE WANT To JHoW YOU WHY NOT.
OUR WALKING AD.S ARE OUR BE.ST.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
We

CLARENDON
GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, "WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

CHOICE

APPLES

NOW.

FRESH LAI OKOGS every day
ROASTING CHICKENS'

Pure 'bred barred Plymouth Rocks anil White Wyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

BAY

.4 1) w

AND

EVERY

"Mr. and Mrs. Kenneith D. Oliver
left last Sunday for Santa Fe, where
on Monday evening they attended the
inaugural ball. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
will spend a month in Santa Fe, as the
guests of Capt. and Mrs. A. S.Brookes.
Capt. Brookes was formerly stationed
at Fort Bliss, with the 25th infantry,

Flornr

Santa Fe Water

IN

J

n and After Mareh list'.'
MIaiHIT
Wire up those dark places and Electrical
I,''
-

IMPLEMENTS

Everything in Hardware

Jp.mez, Sandoval county.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las VeAll kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
gas, has gone to Washington, D. C,
on court statehood and Santa Fe counranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding go-car-ts
ty bond indebtedness matters.
Father Antonio Bessett of Santa Fe
Tney are GREAT!!
will go to Moriarty on the 10th and
II
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
will celebrate mass at the house of
Jose Davis on the 11th, Friday.
something to interest you.
James H. Peters of Chicago, and
who is in charge of the excursions run
f. om Chicago to points in this territory, is calling on friends in the city.
Ornamental Doors.
Assistant Superintendent of Insurance Peter M. A. Lienau will leave tomorrow for Denver and Des Moines to
examine the status of several insur!
ance compaines.
"Charles Cross, who has been in
Santa Fe for several months, returned to Moriarty Sunday and will prepare his ground for next- - season's
crops." Moriarty Messenger.
Miss Edith Marmon, of Albuquerque, and who has a stenographic office in the United States Bank building has returned from a short vacation spent with friends in the Duke
Yd
'City.
An "Anti-Rat- "
society has been
are made to perfection from our
of the preparatory
formed
the
by
wood
is
girls
the
because"
Will Fill Every Prescription
Lumber)
of the Agricultural Coldepartment
and
in
every particular
perfect
strictest care and unfailing fidelity to lege and very serious punishment is to
free from every imperfection of With
the doctor's orders. Too much may depend be administered to any of the fair
knots, cracks and warpings. on the medicine he prescribes to admit of coeds
caught with a rat in her hair.
Every foot of it is thoroughly the slightest deviation, carelessness or subR. F. Huchinson, assistant cashier
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so stitution.
of
First National bank at Tucum-car- i,
it can be absolutely relied u pen ONLY THE PUREST, FRESHEST I RUGS theand
Miss Sarah Kann, sister of
by carpenters and builders, and are employed. That means not alone the W. D. Kann, were married at the Episarchi- right medicine but also the right strength
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
copal church. Rev. Harvey M. Shields
quickest cure. Moderate charges in of Dawson, performing the ceremony,
tects hereabouts particularly aud the
care
and
of
our
extra
extraquality.
mention our Lumber in their spite
in the presence of a few relatives and

specifications.

m

C

AGENTS

critical operation.
Lee S. Miller, United States examiner of surveys, is at the Palace
Iietel, having just returned from

Dealers in Furniture,

m

ALL KINDS OF FARMING

business.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Salmon and daughter have arrived safely at Chicago,

a

mm

will made old fur.
niture Jock like new.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
varnishes, Alabastine and

JAP-A.LA-

Deputy U. S. Marshal C. E. New
Comer of Albuquerque, but formerly
of this city, is ni Santa Fe on court

undergo

TO SHOW GOODS
m

receiver of the New

where Mrs. Salmon will

FOR SALE
HERE

IT IS' NRAR
HOINP
v
CLEANING TIME

I'aiace.

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

you some "GOOD ONES"

SpanldiDg 1910 Record Books

B.
Mexico Central,
and William
Lindsay, both of Pittsburg, are at the

Phone. Red So. 189

you want a good glove, bat
3 I When
l or ball, come in and let us show

Wjf

Vegas.
T. E. Lynch and T. E. Carr, railroad
men from Denver, are registered ai
the Claire.
Joseph Seidl. George II. Layman
and J. L. Mullen of Stanley, are at
the Coronado hotel.
Former Justice of the Peace Ani- ceto Abeytia of this city, is suffering
wnn asthmatic fever.
Manuel Ortiz y Salazar, the legislative veteran of Chamita, Rio Arriba
county, is a Santa Fe visitor.
A. L. Robbins, Charles Myers and J.
II. Lynch of Mcintosh, Torrance county, are visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Fielding, after
spending several weeks at Sunmount
have returned to their home at Mortal ty.
Lu Riedell, a well known stockman
of Antonito, Colo., where he formerly
kept a store, is in the city on business.
Tomas de Lallo, Joe Granito and
Rafael Granito of Cerrillos, southern
Santa Fe county, are at the Claire
hotel.
Attorney E. A. Fiske spent several
days last week with his daughter
Luella on her homestead claim near

Moriarty.

CO- -

vis-

Assistant I. S. District Attorney
Herbert AY". Clark is over from Las

O
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St, Louis Rocky Ml
Pacific

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
Miles From
()e Moines
.

m.
m.
m.
m.
a. m.
a. m
a. m.

a.
12 a.
a,
lo;35
10 60 a.

10
10

iOO

11,06

H

20

11
12 20

t

11
18

20
26
81
42

p.m.
p.m.
p. m.
p.m.
p.m.
p m.
p.m.
p.m.

12;46
3 30
3 60
16

,4

IOS
4 66
5 60

Lv."
"
"
"

42
49
68
58
08
77

?"5::
10p.m.
7
7 23
7

Arr.

48

p, m.

ti 15

N ; M.
Lv. Des Moines.
"
" Kumaldo,
"
" Dedman
"
a
" Oapul
Vigil
"'7 Thompson
!"
"
Cunningham
" Olifton House Junction "

0

p. m.

OHfton House Junction
Koehler
Koehler
OoKax

Juot.'

" Oerrososo

n..

" Nast
" Harlan
" Ute Park

94

;

Preston

"

88
89

p.m.
46

ratomnm'

"
"
"
"
"
"

Arr,

49

Lv.
"

46

"
"
"

7

0

Lv.
"

7
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'

"
"
"

11 40
11 06
11 15
J10 16
9 43

41

47

Lv

"
"

"
"
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a.m.
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register, depending upon his decision
on the question of whether he can
read in English a section of the conThat is the point I am
stitution.

RATON,

I understand.
Mr. Morrison.
And that is true of
the board of election also. Therefore,
we say that the law places too much
discretionary power in the registering
officer and in the members of the
board of election, or a majority or
them, and that it should not be left in
that shape at all. It never was on
our statute books until 1909.
The Chairman". "Was it put there in
anticipation of statehood?
Mr. Morrison. I presume so; I do
not know.
The Chairman. I want to ask you
another question before you go on to
speak of the practical workings of this
law: How many citizens of Arizona
who have been there a long time, and
who are men of substance and family,
does this law disfranchise
leaving
out the question of any improper conduct of the election officer or the registration officer or the election board?
How many does it disfranchise right
at the beginning?
Mr. Morrison. I should say that it
absolutely disqualifies from twelve to
fifteen hundred voters of our Terri- tory who have lived there for from
or fifty years.
twenty-fiv- e
The Chairman. I have hurriedly
read the veto message of Governor
Kibbe'y, and the answer of Governor!
Sloan to Chairman Burns; and in one
of those it is stated that it will dis
franchise at least 1,800 people.
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir; I am simply conservative in my statement. It
probably will go as high as that.
Senator Hughes. Have you any
data showing how many voters there
are in Arizona who can not read English.
Mr. Morrison. Mr. Hubbell, who is
here and who will follow me, can
that question better than anyone else, because he is a native and
knows about it.
Senator Hughes. If you have not
such data, how do you get your information?
Mr. Morrison. From my knowledge
of the Territory, senator. I have lived
there and campaigned that Territory
for the last twenty-fiv- e
years. In my
judgment there are at least 1,500 old
Mexican voters, propably owners and
taxpayers, who would be entirely disqualified by reason of this law.
Senator Hughes. How many voters

Senator Hughes.

-

N.M.i

I

making.

RATON.

N

RATON. N.M

M

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUK FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in
Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System
New-Mexic-

The Best Route

o,

i

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

er

El Paso Texas.

THE

ER

0FPers
10

GRANDER!

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

ESCAPES

OF

OPERATION
FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Stations in British

!

WasCuredbyLydiaE.Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound

Elwood, Ind. "Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble compound.
I
was sick three
months and could

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

not walk.

I

suf-

fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
without an operation, for I could
hardlv stand the
pains in my sides.
especially my right
one, and down my

SELLING DATES

Match 1st. to April f5,th

rierht

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO

lesr.

1

besran

to feel better when I had taken only
one Dottie or uompouna, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon." Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 N. B. St., Elwood, Ind.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL AND EL PASO AND
SOUTHWESTERN
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
s
existence, missing
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,46 a. m.
of the joy of living, when they
Loavlni? Kl Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving El Paso 10,40 p. n,
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Arriving Hanta fe 9.45 p. m.
Vegetable Compound?
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif ., and
For thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
points in Southern New Mexico and Ariz oca on Southern
has cured thousands of women who
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregulariWill leave Santa Fp g 45 a. in.
ties, periodic pains, backache, indigesKansas City 5,00 p. in. next day
No. 4 lveat
tion, and nervous prostration.
ve at unieatfo 8.Z0 a. m. 2nd day
If you have the slightest doubt
E. P. & S. W and Rock Island trains carry Standard
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Xcxe- -

VIA

Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaahes

J. P. LYNG,
City AFreiglit PassongerAgpnt

5

Albuquerque; Joseph

Notice for Publication.

(Serial 03731. Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior,

U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 19, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
Sandoval, of Cow Springs,
(P. O.
Lamy), N. M., who, on March 29,
1904, made homestead entry (Serial
N
03731) No. 7871, for SE 4 SE
NE 4 SW
SE
Sec. 1, T.
13 N., R. 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore the register and receiver U. S.
land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of April, 191u.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eulogio Sandoval, Vietoriano GarFiliberto
cia, Francisco Sandoval,
Martinez, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

It also said

The Chairman.

thing about persons

GO

1--

1--

1--

Register.

Professional Caros

some-

years of age or

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

more.
Mr. Morrison.
who were over

It provided that men
CO
years of age should
not be required to come under the educational qualification test. And so it
is in other states. In the south, for
instance, in one of the states where
this educational qualification is in
force, or, perhaps, in Connecticut (I
'would not be certain about that),
there is a provision that all people
who have $300 worth of taxable property shall not be required to pass the
educational qualification, and so on.
The Chairman. The Maine law, as
I understand! it, was passed with the
two exceptions you named,
It excluded from its operations everybody who at that time had a right to
vote, and all persons over 60 years
of age?
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir .
The Chairman. I believe it is part
of the constitution, is it not?
Mr. Morrison. I think so.
The Chairman.
It was adopted to
meet the immigration into Maine of
Canadians and others who might come there?
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
Senator Hughes. This other, provision, we are told, was designed to
meet the incursions into Arizona of

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

-

New Mexico

-

-

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

CATRON

Attorneys and

&

CATRON

Counsellors-at-La-

...

Office:

to-wi- t:

French-speakin-

1--

1--

1-- 2

Santa Fe,

Catron Block
- New Mexico

CHARLES F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

....

G. VOLNEY HOWARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory

g

Speaks Spanish
'Phone 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

...

Mexicans.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
That is the
E. P. Davies
A. B. Renehan
Mr. Morrison. Certainly not.
provision. I am going to ask
Attorneys-at-LaSenator Hughes. Are these people him about that in a moment.
Practice in the Supreme and Diswho can not read the constitution in
a
Courts. Mining and Land-Latrict
English all of one political faith?
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Mr. Morrison. No, sir; I am satis-fleNew Mexico
Santa Fe
that they are not, but that they
are divided between the two political
Palace.
G. W. PRICHARD
parties.
H. A. Baker, Denver, Lu H. Riedell,
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaSenator Hughes. About equally?
"W.
Practice in all the District Courts
Mr. Morrison.
About equally, I Antonito; W. E. Smith, LeVata:
M. Peterson, Durango, Colo.; Ben M. and gives special attention to cases
should say yes, sir.
Just one reference to another point. Jacks, Louisville; H. W. Clark, Las before the Territorial Supreme Court.
You will remember that the treaty of Vegas; Lee S. Miller, Jemez; C. C. Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
W. B. Lindsay, Pittsburg.
Guadaloupe Hidalgo and that of the Murray,
Claire.
C. W. G. WARD
Gadsden Purchase provided that all
H. Peters, Chicago; Harry
James
District Attorney
Territorial
came
in
persons living witnin that
c- - J- - Dixon Kansas
T.
E
San
CIjeisnt'
and Mora Counties
For
City;
Miguel
under the flag by reason of those
New Mexico
treaties "Mexicans," as we call them wncn, t. hil uarr, uenver; lomas ae Las Vegas,
Rafael
Joe
Lallo,
Granito,
Granito,
out there became citizens of the
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
United States unless, within one year Cerrillos; T. L. Lynch, T. E. Carr,
Denver.
Attorneys-at-Lafrom the signing of the treaty, they
Coronado.
Practice in the District Courts as
declared their intention not to become
Joseph McCay, Gavney, Mo., Mrs. R. well as, before the Supreme Court of
such. In other words, those people,
S. Garcia, Pinos; T. Jaramillo, Can-jilo- the territory.
the
speaking
Spanish language, beManuel Gallegos, Leo Gallegos, Las Cruces.
New Mexico
came citizens of the United States at
R. T. Harbison, Estancia; Adol-f- o
Pina;
the end of that year, although they
EDWARD C. WADE".
Espinosa, Taos; Harold Marston,
did not talk a word of English. And
Attorney-at-Law!
today in both New Mexico and AriPractices in the Supreme and Diszona there are quite a large number of
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
those very persons who became AmerProbate Court and before the U. S.
ican citizens by reason of the treaty
rxP
. i
General and TJ. S. Land
- .
TT,
i
1
i
" e nmiUS wn cuiu noi To weak and ailin8 womeni there la ttt leftst on8 Surveyor
,v i
lane Jiingnsn, wno would be disauali- - way to help. But with that way, two treatments. Offices.
must be combined. One is local, one is constitu- Las Cruces
New Mexico
fled by this law.
tional, but both are important, both essential.
wnoop s jNignt wire is the ixxiai.
Senator Hughes. That was sixty vt.
Dr. Snoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
WILLIAM McKEAN
Theformer Dr. Snoop's Night Cure isa topical
years ago?
Attorney-at-Lamucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
Snoop's Restorative is wholly an internal treatand Land Law.
Mining
Senator Hughes. If they were at ment. The Restorative Teaches throughout tha
New Mexico
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve, Taos
21
least
years of age then, they are all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does it
at least 81 years of age now?
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and inflamW. A. FLEMING JONES
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir. There are ed mucous surfaces,
heals local weaknesses and
Bonds and Investments
while
eases
the
nervous
Restorative,
men living out there in Arizona and discharges,
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
Commissioner for the Third
S.
U.
builds
in New Mexico today that are over 80
up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
and energy. Tak6 Dr. Shoop's Judicial District of NewJ Mexico.
vigor,
strength,
years of age men that are 90 years Restorative Tablets or Liquid as a general tonio
local bank references.
of age. How long did that condition to the system. For positive local help, use as well Eastern and - - - New Mexico
Las Cruces

country?

Spanish-speakin-

The Chairman.

d

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Weak Women

J--

continue? It continued for years
after we took that country under the
flag. There were no English schools
there. They had Spanish schools
among themselves, in their own communities. For years and years and
years there was no opportunity whatever for men to acquire an English
education, so as to be able to Tead a
section of the constitution.
The Chairman. Now please proceed to your explanation of the practical workings of this law in the
actual elections.
Mr. Morrison. There has been no
election under the law. It was passed
last March, and was passed by more
than a
majority of the legislature, over Governor Kibbey's two
two-third-

Dr. tShoop's

Night Cure
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

R. W. WITTMAN

J

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

galifornia
See the Santa Fe Agent
for particulars regarding
low rates to California and
the Northwest this Summer.

s

vetoes.

The Chairman. In case the polls
were within an hour or two of closing,
and a number of voters appeared who
three-fourthhad not yet voted, and one ahead of
the rest should be challenged and this
test applied, what would be the power
of this hoard to put him through an
examination that would consume so
much time that the others who were
waiting to vote could not do so?
Mr. Morrison. The power would be
absolute if the inspector or the judges
were not satisfied that the section
that was chosen was read properly.
Or even if it was read properly,
they
table Compound will help you, could ask the man to read some other
write to jurs. 1'inKuam at Liynn, section of the
Mass., for advice. Your letter on In that way. constitution, and keep
will be absolutely confidential,
The Chairman. And they do not
and the advice free
half-heart-

Train

are there in the Territory altogether?
Mr. Morrison. I do not know. The
number who voted at the last election
was 27,000.
The Chairman. In the letter of Governor Cloan, or in one of these other
papers, the statement is made that
these people whom the law would disfranchise are the heads of old Spanish families who have always lived in
the Territory, almost all o whom are
now men of more thna mature years,
and whose children of course speak
English, although the old folks themselves do not.
Mr. Morrison. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Although they read
Spanish. Is that correct?
Mr. Morrison.
That is correct. I
know it personally, because I have
lived there so long, and know about it.
The Chairman.
They live out m
the country, as I understand?
Mr. Morrison. They live on little
farms; they live on their dry ranches,
as we call them; they live in little villages away from the centers of population.
The Chairman. Right there, let me
say that it is stated in one of these
I do not have it
communications
clear in my mind that if it could be
said that there are any bad elements
among the Mexicans, they are to be
found in the cities.
Mr. Morrison. In the cities just as
you find them in the cities in the east.
The Chairman. And those would
not be so likely to be disfranchised
as the men who live on ranches in the

r,

WOMAN

Seidl, George
H. Layman, J. L. Mullen, Stanley.

have to admit anybody else to vote
until they have settled that man's
qualifications?
Mr. Morrison. Certainly not. There
is no way that they can do it.
The Chairman. And they can take
as much time as they like in settling
his qualifications?
Mr. Morrison. Absolutely. There is
no question at all about it. It would
disqualify and disfranchise a great
many persons behind this one man
that was being challenged.
I want to sav another thing: This
qualification provision in its present
it works
condition, as it reads and
out, is almost unheard of in the
United States. The Maine law has
been compared with the Arizona law.
The fact of the matter is that the
law
Maine educational qualification
1QOQ T holiwp
1893 that is Tight.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Morrison. But that law provided
exceptions. It said that those persons
who had been voters previous to that
time should not come under the qualification test.
s

B-

a. m-- ;
a. m- a. m

W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
Gen
and
Ores,
Mqr Gen- Pass- - Agen

V.

Superintendent

(

a' m

0 a. m.

7

60
68
69

a.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
fConnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson. N. M.,
8:55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connectiou with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
"c S
at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Uayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

e. J. DEDMAN.

d,

-

Arr- Lt- -

N. M,

germ-infecte-

6-

88
82
29
24
18

"

I
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Miles From
Raton

'1Anu!,t'

Every old sore is an external symptom of a depraved or polluted con- dition of the blood. These festering places on the flesh are kept open and
in a state of irritation because the circulation is continually discharging into
them the impurities and morbid matters with which it is filled. This pol- luted condition of the blood may be the remains of some constitutional
trouble; the effect of a long spell of sickness, which has left the bloodstream
or because the natural refuse of the body, which
weak and
should pass off through the proper avenues, has not all been eliminated
External treatment may
and has been absorbed into the circulation.
cause the place to scab over temporarily, but the blood is not made any
NI
will
DA LY
return or break out at
purer by such treatment, and soon the sore
another place and be as bad or worse than before. S. S.S. heals old sores
by removing every particle of impurity from the circulation. It goes down
80 p. m,
to the very bottom of the trouble and so completely changes the circulation
6 1& p. m.
4 55 p. m.
that there is no longer any impurity to drain through the sore, but the
4 86 p. m.
is once more nourished with rich, healthful blood. S. S. S. heals the
25
4
p. m, place
sore from the bottom, the skin regains its natural color, and when S. S.S.
8 66 p. m
8 80 p. m
has thoroughly cleansed and purified the blood, the place is permanently
2 66 p. m
healed. Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who
2 SO p mv1- THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
,2 26 p, m
12 06 p. m'
i

In Effect July 14, 1908.
So 1,
uAILY:

SORES

OLD

Company.

Railway
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$56.90
Limit, bix

Months

Los Angeles and return

or San Diego

ftA One way, commencing
$?Co.uu
March

lgt

1910

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
for particulars, time tables
Santa Fe
Call on or address any Literature agent
etc. pertaining to California and
the Great Southwest.

H. S. LUTZ

Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
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XE
Sec. 28, XE
SB
Sec. 29. SK
of Sec. 20. T.
lC X., R. 13 K. X. M. P. M., contain-- j
ing 100 acres.
He names the following witnesses
ail- to prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-- I
vey of the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of
Rowe, X. M. Vicente Quintana and
Antonio Roilml, of Pecos, X. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MAX UK Li R. OTERO,
2

(From The New

of this date. 1S9)

I

Ago To.

2Q Yeafs

WHY NEW MEXICO WAS
NOT ADMITTED

i

day

IN 1890.

of new states is a poltical question.
The real trouble is that New Mexico
is Democratic and has been represented in Congress eight yetars by a Democrat. IF THE TERRITORY WERE
REPUBILCAX IT WOULD BE ADMITTED QUICK ENOUGH."
"They don't say so in their speeches, lo they?"
"Oil no, the objection raised is one
of illiteracy."
"Got folks enough far a state?"
"We cast, in round numbers, 4:1,000
votes in the last election, which would
indicate over 200,000 population. Fully
100,000 of our people are Americans
from the eastern states, and leaving
those of Spanish descent out of the
question, we will have a larger Anglo-Saxo- n
population than Idaho or

Denver, March 7. The News special from "Washington contains the following. Delegate Joseph was interviewed todaw concerning the admission of the Territory of New Mexico.
He said:
"I opposed statehood under the
of last summer, as the convention which framed that instrument
was participated in by only one polit
ical party and the territory was gerry-s
mandered so as to give the party
of the legislature.
"Then you are not opposed to statehood in itself?" was asked.
"I have introduced a bill this winter
to open the door and let us in.
"Won't the mill grind," asked the recon-situati-

1

two-third-

porter.
"That's hard to say. The admission

above-mentione-

!

,

STATE
Frederick

Joseph Medill Patterson and Harriet Ford.

After much parleying over the tele
phone A and B agree to get to the
cloak room at the Palace hotel at the
same time. There was a protest, of
course, when they cleared the others
out of the cloak room for a minute or
two, but the doors were locked, there
was a swift shuffle and presto, the
change was made with no one
on the outside
the wiser. And
when A bowed to B at the governor's
reception and B smiled at A, each
feeling the right man in the right suit
they said in the same breath: "The
pleasure is certainly mine."
Moral Always have your dress
suits properly labeled.

Copyright. 1909. by Joseph Medill
Patterson and Harriet Ford.

RAND, busily engaged in writing the caption for the cut
Hint was to reveal Bartelmy
in his true light, was inter
rupted once more this time by the ei
trance of the greenish lined face of the
poet reporter. Powell.
"You sent for me, sir?" asked the
new scribe.
"So you've covered a suicide?" said
Brand.
"Powow's" eyes rolled wildly. Ile
clasped his hands and his knees shook
in his horror at. what he had learned.
"Oh. yessir-- a terrible sight: 1 shall
of it. sir: It would take a
Dante to write of it. Oh, I"
"What was this girl's name?" asked
Brand in matter of fact tones.
"Madeline."
"Madeline what?"
"Her iast name," the poet asked
'I guess I don't remember,
dazedly.
Oh. yes
it was Jenks Madeline
Jenks:" lie spoke feverishly.
P.rand picked up the poet's first
newspaper story and began to read it.
In spite of the high pressure of events
that night in the Advance office, in
spite of his erer present fear that Bar
telmy and Dupuy might in some way
persuade Nolan to order the sensational
bribery storv killed, this many sided
young man found the time to hotter
with the fantastic young poet repor'.er
and his fantastic first article.
".Madeline Jenks, eh?" commented
Brand, turning over the pages. "Well,
the first place you mention her name
is on page 3."
He plucked off the first two pages
and threw them on the floor. Powell
winced gainfully at the massacre of
kis first reportorial offspring. "Iiegin
Powell lunged
there," said Brand.
downward to rescue his first two
pages, but Brand kicked them away
from him. "Where'd she live?" he
next asked.
Powell clasped his bauds and gazed
plaintively at the ceiling.
"Over a chop suey cafe, sir."
"Number and street?"
"Two forty-thre- e
and a half West

'

j

'

MANTEL R. OTERO,

Register.

HME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
Leave Santa Fe at 8 : 10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- nect with No. 1
also takes
pass-jinpassengers for No. 2
Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.

Serial
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910. l's connection only.
Notice is hereby given that the fol-lowing-nameclaimant has filed no- Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to
of his intention to make final nect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnproof in support of his claim under and Nos. 4 and 8
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m

Pearl street."

west-boun-
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con-tic-
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(26 Stats.,

3, 1891,

854), as amended

by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir
MISS DOROTHY MORTON,
Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
of
Be
at
Elks'
Theatre
Will
Who
the
SW
Sec. 28, and the SE
the W.
Tomorrow Night.
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
NE
1--

1-- 4

2

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

Train leaves for the north at 10:15
a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.

Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.

1-- 4

1-- 4

m.
N. M. P. M., of 120 acres.
scattered
He names the following witnesses
ing musical numbers freely
through the comedy, the most desper- to prove his actual continuous adV
ate case of "the blues" is quickly dis- verse possession of said tract for
pelled by witnessing the clever work twenty years next preceding the sur-- 1
of Dorothy Morton and her company vey of the township, viz:
Pattengill Itinerary.
In "Widow Jones." As the distinguishSuperintendent of Public InstruCleofes Garcia, Rowe, N. M.; Calle-- 1
ed critic of the New York Herald said, ctor, Oarcia. Rowe. N. M.. Vincente tion J- - E- - C'ark has sent out a lengthy
e
" 'Widow Jones' is one of the few
OiilntMtn. Pecos. N. M.. Antonio Roi- - circular regarding the visit of Henry;
R. Pattengill to this territory and
musical comedies known to the bal, Pecos, N. M.
eives the following ih'nerarv
medicine
better
and
than
is
any
stage
Any person who desires to protest! ..v . o lin,illhto,,i Koon
known to science as a cure for the
against the allowance of said proof, or ed of the expected visit to this terri- dyspeptic or depressed."
who knows of any substantial reason tory of Hon H
R pattengU1 edi.
comMiss Morton and her capable
under the laws and regulations of the tor of the Moderator Topics, and state
scenic
produc- Interior
pany, surrounding a big
Department why such proof superintendent of Michigan in 1892-- 1
tion and a wealth of costuming, will
.., ,.
n
ivm
.
.lkw .4 .in v t,i..-ij,0.
nis itinerary win uegiu ai iriiu- be the attraction at the Elks' the- ouvuiu. "v at the
d
opportunity
dad, Colo., on Monday, April 4, and!
ater tomorrow night.
e
the as now planned will Include the fol- time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- - lowing points: Trinidad April 4; Raton
HIS SUIT TOO LARGE;
fer evidence in Tebuttal of that sub-- i April 5; Dawson April 6; Des Moines
OTHER MAN'S, TOO SMALL. mitted
Jor Folsom April 7; Clayton April 8;
by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Dalhart April 9; Tucumcari April 10,
Curious Mixup About "Duds" Just Beand 11; Santa Rosa April 12; Estan- Register.
fore Governor Mills' Reception
uid. api ii xo, odiiid. re April n, id
The Solution.
and 16; Las Vegas April 17 and 18;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mound April 19 and 20; Albu-- ,
j Wagon
Small Holding Claim No. 1421.
enwas
Pecos
Forest.
Serial 012531,
The following little drama
Xotjquerque April 21 and 22; Bernalillo;
Belen April 23; Clovis April:
j April 21;
acted Tuesday and the plot has just Coal Land.
ana io; fortaies April 2b and
come to light. It is in five acts:
Department of the Interior,
Roswell April 27 and 28; Carlsbad;
United States Land Office.
Act. I.
29; Carrizozo May 1 and 2; Ala-- ,
19110.
N.
April
March
Santa
5,
M.,
Fe,
Mr. A, living down town and Mr. B
is
Notice
mogordo
May 2 and 3; El Paso May 3.
the
fol
that
given
hereby
living tip town, sent their dress suits
no- - It may be necessary to make some
filed
claimant
has
named
lowing
to a clothes presser Tuesday after- tice of
his intention to make final changes in the itinerary, but if
noon. Both A and B wished to attend
in support of his claim under you will be informed next week."
proof
the reception and ball Tuesday night. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Act. II.
The Spanish edition of the 1909
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
The dress suits have been pressed by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Laws of New Mexico are now ready
and are sent to their respective own- Stats., 470), and that said proof will for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
be made before Register and Receiver S3 25. nlna 17 cents Tostn?e- - full sheen.
ers, (so the presser thought).
Act. Ml.
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, $4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
Mr. A, down town, has put on his viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro'all orders to The New Mexican
dress suit and Mr. B, up town, is' get- of Rowe, N. M., for the W ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
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for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
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opportunity at the
time and place to
the
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Act. V.

R. Toombs

From the Great Play
of the Same Name by

l,

Mr. B now makes a discovery. In
putting on the coat, which is much too
tight for him, he finds a letter in the
pocket. It is addressed to A. He looks
at it and then "sees it all" all with
the exception of his own dress suit.
He telephones A about the mixup and
b says "i have the suit on now."

'Thank heaven:" she murmured fervently.
"They will stop this story,
which father says is a horrible lie."
"Wheeler Brand will never forget he
has since said so from the depths of
bin soul - the shock that went through
'
'Furnished' Rooms for Rent, $S"00 up.
him when he saw Xolan. accompanied
McCarb-y- .
Mrs.
opposite Elks' theater,
his
their
wife,
toward!
making
way
by
him on th it memorable night.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
McIIenry was speaking when they
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
entered.
There is your first page. Brand." he Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
was saying, "and it sends I'.artelmy to Michael. Real Estate.
state prison."
FOR SALE 94' i acres level land,
The managing editor gazed approv under the Socorro ditch, 16 miles
"' :east of El Paso, Tex., $",0 per acre on
ingly at the appearance or the pitype and the cut In the form as it liy terms. Charles E. Michael, Real Esexposed on one of the stones under a tate.
shaded electric liu'ht. He looked up
WANTED Young men to learn
to congratulate McIIenry on the man- business by mail and pre
tier in which lie had completed the
as cnau.teurg ana
.
tor
sud-:
Pare
positions
makeup f the p.ige when his jaw
denly fell. His eyes took on an amazed repair men. We make you expert instan; He was looking straight over ten weeks; assist you to secure posidethe tiight editor's shoulder. McIIenry tion. Pay big; work pleasant;
men
mand
for
reasonable;
great;
caught Brand's expression and whirled
about. Then he, too. saw the owner write for particudars and sample lesof the Advance and his wife draw son. Empire Automobile Institute,
near. The triumphant air with which Rochester, N. Y.
the wife and mother sailed along by his
side boded no good to I'.rnnd and his family, aud I will settle "this "uatter
in my own way." he said sternly.
story.
Xolan paused in front of the form "Y'ou must not attempt further to inwithout looking at the contents at terfere."
He led her out of the room.
first.
Brand spoke to McIIenry.
"Wheeler." he said kindly, "I've been
"Did you hear. Mac?" be asked. "He
notified about this story, and I think
won't decide to run it."
it best that I read it carefully myself,
"It's tough, old man -- it's tough'."
"This is stu b a live thing 1 don't
analyze it and learn all the ciivuni-stauceunder which it was procured see how I can kill it," the managing
before I allow it to go to press. That editor said, rubbing bis hand over the
is a task which cannot be done in the face of the form.
short time that remains before press
"That's the best first page ever made
time, so we had best let it go over up in America." said McIIenry, with
until tomorrow delay it one day. That justifiable professional pride.
Brand was inconsolable.
won't hurt the story any."
Mrs. Xolan clutched at the
"I've been working ten years for
arm and cried shrilly:
just this thing." he said, "something
"Now, now. Michael, that's not your so plain that even children would see
usual way to explain things to one of what the big thieves are doing."
"You go home:" Brand suddenly or
your employees. Order him to destroy all this miserable stuff about the dered .McIIenry.
"What':'' was the surprised exclauia
judge at once. Don't hesitate like this.
Think what it means to me. to the tion.
"1 said go home:"
children, to us." she pleaded.
Brand's face was beginning to twitch
"There, there, mother: you keep out
of this, said Nolan kindly, yet firmly. nervously, lie stood in tne middle ot
can for the composing room, under the flood"I'm trying to do the best
cauyou. It's because of you that I'm here ing white glare from a sixty-fou- r
dle power electric light, and clinched
now. But you see"
Ed Dupuy burst excitedly in upon and unclinclied his bands, not daring
them, and as the typesetters were be- to look McIIenry squarely in the face.
ginning to become distracted from The night editor began to guess what
their work owing to the unusual situa- was passing through Brand's mind.
"Yes, but," he began to protest
tion P.rand began to fear that this new
intruder would prove the final demor- "but"
Brand cut him short, saying agitatalizer of the entire night shift.
"Mr. Xolan." cried Dupuy, "we edly:
"I am still managing editor."
haven't a minute to lose: They are
almost ready to go to press." Hp lookMcIIenry now realized plainly that
the intensely earnest Brand had decided intently at the newspaper owner.
"Yes, quite right. We do go to press ed to run the story that very night revery soon." cried Brand confidently, gardless of Nolan's attitude. It would
"and I know Michael Xolan is the man be an easy matter, as Nolan, of course,
would not remain at the office much
who will order it done."
"Michael." cried Mrs. Nolan at the longer. And McIIenry well knew that
top of her voice, which rose sharply such an act would not only bring about
Brand's discharge from the Advance,
over the din of the typesetting machines, "are you going to stand for bat that it would as well injure his
this? Mr. Brand acts as if he owned reputation in other newspaper offices,
the Advance and treats you as if you where obedience to one's superior, as
were the office boy. He thinks he's a in any well regulated organization, i3
great reformer and knows it all. We a man's first duty under all circumother people have a right to our opin- stances.
"Why, man," lie exclaimed question-inglions, too,' and I don't see why you
"you're surely not going to run
and your family should be made to
suffer on account of him as we have this story?"
Before Brand could give an answer
had to ever since you took him up."
Judith Bartelmy heard the stormy to this last question, even if he had inscene, lived a part of it herself hud- tended to do so, Xolan broke iu on the
dled in the managing editor's office. pair.
"Mr. Xolan," began Brand, "you
She felt that Xolan would not let the
story be used from what she had have heard the whole story of this
heard, and she could uot suppress a miserable affair, both sides of it Bar
pang of pain that pierced her heart at telmy s and my own, from our own
what she believed to be the fanat- lips. Whatever defense or explanation
ical vindictiveness of Wheeler Brand Bartelmy gave you 1 don't know. But,
I
told youi
against her father. Yet she was a so far as am concerned, You
true woman, and she could not, in the facts and the truth.
mustj
You must be-- ;
spite of her loyalty to her parent, know that by this time.
avoid feeling a touch of pride at his lieve it. Therefore why do you oi
hesistrength of character, his determina- how in heaven's name can you
j
tion, at the sacrifices he had made, to tate?"
Michael Nolan's face shone with the
accomplish what he believed, even if
light of determination.
foolishly, to be his duty.
"Wheeler, my boy." he said, "I have
"They don't need me," she finally
much from you. I have needed
learned
her
and.
costly
muttered,
gathering up
contact
with such a man as you. 1
skirts, she tripped daintily across the
led a rough life for most of my
have
hall
the
out
into
strewn
floor,
paper
career. When I rose to be chairman
and down to her carriage.
Nolan dropped his head in thought of the Street Railway Workers' union
when his wife had finished her tirade. I did so simply through my rugged-nes- s
of character, my ability to master
He paced up and down nervously.
He looked at the clock, then at the men. Then I was driven out into the
form with its accusing contents, then world, an outcast, and became a day
laborer in the mines. When the day
at Brand, then at his wife.
"I'll go and telephone Judge Bar- came that 1 owned my own mine it
telmy," put in Dupuy. "He'll be anx- was again a case of fight, ftyht, FIGHT,
for the lawless claim jumpers threatious."
ened me above ground, and the lawThe lawyer took himself off.
Brand saw the danger of delay, lie less floods assailed me below ground.
doubted if any man would be able to So in the life I led I did not get the
successfully withstand the pressure opportunity to study or even become
that Bartelmy and Nolan's family familiar with the important questions
would be able to bring to bear on the and the problems that confront the
men that guide the policy of newspahours.
owner in another twenty-fou- r
"No, no!" he exclaimed to Nolan. pers."
Nolan drew close to Brand and
"You would fail me again. I have
tried to prove this judge's guilt to the placed his hand affectionately on the
people, but I fear I have only succeed- young editor's shoulder.
A
"But you. Wheeler you have taught
ed in proving it to his daughter.
day's delay would be fatal. I know. me much about those big issues that I
At least Bartelmy could get another did not know, and you have shown to
judge to issue an injunction against me the high ideals that should guide
us even if he would not dare to do the newspaper writer, the newspaper
It himself. And there are other steps editor and the newspaper owner as
well. Y'ou are right iu this case." His
he might take."
His voice rose higher, and he worked voice rose to majestic heights. "Wheelhimself into a frenzy of earnestness. er Brand. I have learned from you thai
He stood before the little group gath- the Advance is more than u newspaered around the ink black form and per. It is u great, throbbing, potential
force. It is the strong arm of the
continued his impassioned words:
"You know I thought we were going Right standing against the evil arm of
to be absolutely unmuzzled here. I"ou the Wrong. So we must uot falter.
were a free man. Poverty couldn't We must uot delay. Show the big
frighten you, and you had seen both thieves up. Wheeler. Let the story go
sides of life. You promised to back to press."
Nolan turned quickly away and hasme up, no matter what it cost, so long
as we printed the truth, but at the tened out and down into the street.
A warm glow of enthusiasm spread
first big test you fail me."
Mrs. Nolan was on the point of be- over the face of Wheeler Brand as he
picked up a bundle of proofs.
coming hysterical iu her agitation.
"We'll show them up!" he cried exshe began.
"Michael, Michael"
home
with
ultantly. "We'll show them up, and
"There, mother, you go
He's waiting outside for we'll pat them down!"
Sylvester.
you. After all, this is a man's Job
we've got here. I am the head, cf the
(To Be Continued.)
I

Novelized by

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 1420.
Serial 012330, Pecos Forest. Not
Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, X. M., March 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of bis intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
(26 Stats.. S54), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1X93 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
Tiburcio Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi-baof Rowe, N. M., for the X 2
XE
Sec. .12. and the S
SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 X.. R. 13 E., X. M. P. M.,
of 160 acres.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz.:
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano Garcia, of Rowe, X. M., Vicinte Quintana
and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, X. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an

Notice For Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. 1 US.

"

The FOURTH

Register.

Act. IV.

1

4

cross-examin-

ting into his or rather trying to get
into it for the trousers are fearfully
tight. Mr. A finds rather a large expanse at the waist in his trousers but
thinks that due to Lenten diet. Mr. B
makes a mental observation that he
will certainly have a hard time dancing if he continues to gain flesh.

PAGE SEVEN.

M.

4

4

Ploys and Players
"Widow Jones," the musical comedy in which Dorothy Morton is appearing this season, is from the pen of
the talented writer, J. J. McN alley,
who wrote all the successes in which
May Irwin appeared. Mr. McNalley's
service as a newspaper writer gave
him a keen insight into human nature
and in "Widow Jones" he has evolved types that are thoroughly natural.
The author never descends to vul-garity, but does so by clean and legit- imate methods.
"Widow Jones" is filled with
lines and situations and the audience is kept in a state of hilarity
through the entire comedy. There is
just a blending of fun and pathos that
appeals to the heart and with charm- -

XV

27.

Brand threw away two more pages,
Powell watching him anxiously the
while.
"Put that next. Here. Madeline
Jenks," Brand began to write, "an inmate of 243'i West Pearl street. What
did she do?"
"She destroyed herself utterly!" the
new reporter wailed.
Brand went on writing.
"Is she dead?"
"Yes, sir."
"Shot and killed herself-when- ?"
"Tonight at 9 o'clock."
Braud wrote on.
"Last night at 0 o'clock. Why?"
Fowell answered very intensely:
"Oh, she could no longer face the
ghastliness of her existence. She knew
she"
"She was weary of life in the

streets."
"I don't blame her," Brand com
He turned to
mented to himself.
Powell. "There's your story. Thirty
words you had 3,000. And remember
the story of the creation was told in
600 words."
Powell picked up the pages of his
story which Brand had discarded aud
walked dejectedly away.
"Mac," Braud ordered, "here's a
dance hall suicide. Put it with local
brevities- - wi" vou'--"
Had Brand at this moment been able
J? see throlh the wa" tbat separated
room frlD th.e,h
witnessed a
that
would have deprived him of some ot
the self possession that marked his
present demeanor. A figure clad in an
elaborate eveniug gown crept softly
up the stairway, stood irresolutely at
the landing and then turned into the
managing editor's office. Judith Bar- telmy probably never looked more
beautiful in her life than she did that
uiht a flush of excitement enhanced
the soft allurement of her exquisite
features, and the low cut neck of her
sleeveless gown completed a picture
0f feminine loveliness that, innocently
enough on her part, was admirably
adapted to the purpose Judge Bartelmy
had iu his unprincipled mind when he
sent her to the Advance office. "You
are my only hope," he had told her
after Dupuy had at first failed to locate Nolan. "You must go and plead
with Wheeler Brand or else 1 am
ruined. Your father will be ruined absolutely." At the sight of her father's
emotion aud yielding to the fervent
pleadings of her only living parent
she had willingly consented to undertake the mission. Unpleasant though
she knew it would be. she believed it
her duty to stand by in his hour of
dire need the father whom she loved,
the father whom she did not know.
As she entered the office and paused
in conjecture as to just how she would
proceed she heard footsteps hurriedly
ascending the stairs, and, withdrawing
Into a shadow in a corner, she saw
Michael Nolan and Mrs. Nolan cross
s
the hall and disappear into the
room.
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FISH:

FRESH

35
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas Eggs, doz .30
Fresh Estancia Eggs, doz 35
25
Best Lemons, doz
$1.10
Grape Fruit, doz
Oranges, Xavels, 23c to 55
Sweet Potatoes, lb. .. .05
25
Potatoes, 14 lbs

'

per lb 15c.

NICE FRESH TOMATOES

THURSDAYS
Hall

Barrington

Good

Cofl- -

inics southwest.

lbs
75
White House Coffee, 21b. .75
Dates, new & fresh, 21b. .25
New Seeded Raisins lib .10

J. Frank Curns Improves J. Frank
Curns, who has been ill with pneumonia at his home ' on Cathedral
street, is getting along as well as can
be expected and it is thought that he
will speedily recover.
Mrs. Luisita B.
Died of Penumonia
de Metzgar died at Albuquerque on
Saturday evening of pneumonia. Her
husband, two brothers, one sister, six
sons, twenty grand children and five
great grandchildren survive tier.
are
Considerable Illness Measles
and
in
j
this
pneuvicinity
reported
monia is still demanding its victims.,
On Canon road, five members of one
family have died of the dread disease.
Failure to enforce sanitation and
cleanliness in the town and vicinity
are being blamed for much of the
trouble.
Night Letter Telegrams The Postal Telegraph Company is now ready

Recleaned Currants lib. .10
Best Patent Flour, sack $1.65
Corn Meal 241b. sack .. .65

Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb. .
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,

Salmon
Columbian

Soap
Six bars

No. 3's,

Tomatoes,
for

2

25c

10, 15, 20, 25c
3
for

Milk,

1.00
thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
thirteen for
$1.00
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
25c,

Hull

White
:'. ......25c

Castile
25c

Soap

Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
1

and

2

2

for

neys,

i

Lamp Chim15c

F. ANDREWS

4

I

25c

Pearl

Soap
14
Hardwater
Nos.

i

HI L

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
WE CLEAN. PRESS AND REPAIR

WE ALSO CLEAN

LADIES

CLOAKS. SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

AND

GENTS

CLOTHES

SATISFACTION

PRICES

KTAKANTEKI).

Phone 132 Red.

to accept "Night Letter Telegrams"
at the new special reduced night rate.
The regular day rate for a ten word
message will be charged for a fifty
word
Telegram."
"Night Letter
Thus, a "Night Letter" of 50 words or
less can be sent to any office of the
Postal Company within 150 miles of
Santa Fe for a minimum charge of
25 cents.
Longer distances in proportion.

GOWNS, OPERA

TIES. PARAS01S. ETC.

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

W. Raynolds of the penitentiary
who has been ill for several days, was
reported much better this afternoon.
His little daughter, Dolly, who has the
measles, is also doing well,
Postoffice Site Changed Assistant
Postmaster Kinsell has received no
tice from Washington that the post- office s'te at Leach, Roosevelt county,
been moved two and one-hal- f

j

35c. lb. Merritts Best Butter 35c. lb.
Extra

i

cnt J.

2

fee,

From Page Two.)

Two Deaths at White Oaks Mrs.
Belle Paden, wife of Dr. M.
Paden died at White Oaks. Two
sons survive. Mrs. Sophia Queen also
died at White Oaks of heart failure.

GKOCERY AND BAKERY

K K A SOX A RLE

East Side Plaza:

"There Are Others" Santa Fe is
not the only city where first class
"badger fights" are pulled off, for according to the correspondent of the
Carrizozo Outlook from the Fort Stan-- '
ton Marine hosiptal, it appears that
a Mr. S. H. Lane was the hero of the
fight. Says the Outlook: "The badger
fight Saturday night proved to be the
most sensational and hotly contested
fight of the season. Promptly at 7:30
Mr. Oscar Brockwell and Capt. Van
Zant arrived at the officers' mess with
the badger and the dog. When every-thing was in readiness, the badger
seemed reluctant to come out and fight
and after considerable controversy S.
H. Lane was given the rope and allowed to pull the badger out of his
den. Mr. Lane grasped the rope tightly and bracing himself firmly, with
a great and mighty heave, yanked the
badger out to the fearful and ferocious
1
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HACK SERVICE
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ASSURED
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i

and Saddle Horses
BUft

presence of his adversary, when
gan a battle the like of which has
never been seen. Something like
9nn rhanered hands."
Peacemaker is Stabbed While
Al-tempting to stop a street fight at
Elmo
which
in
evening,
last
buquerque
and Leon Jackson, two colored youths,
were seemingly the aggressors, and in
which a small white lad is said to
have been receiving severe punish- nient at the hands of the negroes,
Isidoro Sandoval sustained a severe
a
gash in the back of the head and
slight flesh wound on the right cheek,
both of which were evidently made
with a knife blade. Sandoval is positive that Elmo Jackson cut him with
a j.nife or some other sharp instru-h?- r
moilt ni,hoiie-- the neero youth, who
was captured about thirty minutes
after the affair occurred, denied using a knife or any other Jweapon,
!
but admitted that ne nit sanaovai m
fistthe back of the head with his
but
not
wound
is
serious,
Sandoval's
,
is exceedingly painful and will prob-several
not heal entirely for
weeks.
A quiet wedding took
Tyler-Bisho-

position, yet, there would be no
other advantage to the cause of edu
cation.
Land Office Entries at Las Cruces.
During the month of February at
the land office of Las Cruces, which
transacts the smallest business of the
five land offices in the Territory, there
were 80 original homestead entries,
covering 10,803 acres; 3 commuted
homestead entries, covering 480 acres;
8 final homestead entries, covering 1,- 280 acres and 1 railroad selection, 40
acres.
Traveling Inspector of the Pueblo In-

Bearing upon the provisions affecting
the issues of stocks and bonds the
report takes up the legal side of the
questions involved. The bill in that
regard is defended and the report says
of this feature f the bill:
"These provisions are so framed as
not to prevent the ordinary means of
financing railroad companies while
interposing an effectual protection
against the issue of stock or bonds
without adequate consideration
-While it may he objected that the
provisions of this act do not go far
enough in relating the capitalization of
railroad corporations, no candid critic
dians.
Clarence Dwyer of Herkimer, N. Y., can fail to admit that they constitute
has been appointed traveling inspec- a long step in the direction of estabsuch national legislation and
tor of the Pueblo Indians.
Says the lishing
r tt Iyi SMI VH .
r t Tlftl
supervision as will prevent the future

be-(t-
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parsonage

Dwyer of Herkimer, N. Uerstate carriers and that they go as
has received notice from Washing' far as prudent legislation should go
ton of his appointment to a position in entering upon this new field of
in the interior department. Mr. Dwyer national restraint upon the issue of
wm be stationed in New Mexico, and stocks and bonds by the interstate
b(j traveling inspector among the commerce carriers."
Indians For gome time he has been
MRS. GEORGE M .KINSELL
expecting tQ remove from the
IS LAID TO REST.
yaUey fQj, the beneflt of Ms own
health, as well as that of Mrs. Dwyer,
and tne appointment comes at an
Service Held at the Home by Rev.
C. F. Lucas
Interment in
p0rtune time. Mr. and Mrs. Dwyer will
leave Herkimer about the first of
Fairview Cemetery.
June. The appointee has been inter- The funeral of Mrs. George M.
t . , Renublican matters for sev
wife of the assistant postmaster,
eral yearg; having served during the took place at 2:30 o'clock this afterpast 14 years as overseer of the poor. noon. Services were held at the
He has been connected with H. G.
residence on DeVargas street and
Munger & Co.'s store for about 25 were attended by many friends of Mrs.
years. The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Kinsell who was very popular in San.
Dwyer will wish tnem success, mr. ta Fe and whose death lias brought
Dwyer's appointment was secured forth hundreds of expressions of symthrough the efforts of State Commit- pathy for the bereaved family. The
teeman Strobel and Congressman
Rev. C. F. Lucas .pastor of St. John's
Methodist Episcopal church, conducted the services. The members of the
FOR COURT OF COMMERCE.
Eastern Star and of the W. C. T. XL,
in which the deceased was' a most en(Continued from Page One.)
ergetic worker, also held short services. Interment was made in Fairview
law nnm of orT TVia nail Kon rora vara Tr
sions of the Sherman
so completely cover that ground that
f
the committee deemed it unnecessary H. C.
Yontz, W. H. Kennedy and A. J.
to attempt a repetition of those prohi-- i
Casner.
bitions in this act. For the same
The Wagner Undertaking Establish- reason it was not deemed expedient
arto deal with the question of combina- ment had charge of the funeral
of
out
from
those
Among
rangements.
tions of express or telegraph or teletown at the funeral were Mrs.
where
such
phone companies because,
two sisters, Mrs. Austin T.
combinations constitute a restraint of
of Hutchinson, Kan., and Mrs.
trade the Sherman act affords ample
opportunity to reach and prevent Kirkpatrick of Bucklin, Kan.
Mo-abl-

j

p

M. E.

.

I

"Clarence
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at the
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op-pla-

Satur- -

dav evening, when Miss Mildred a.
Je- Bishop was joined in wedlock to
rome Tyler of Coshocton, New York. ;
Miss Bishop came to Santa Fe from
New York a little more man a yen
ago and after her arrival accepted a
position at the Mary James mission
school. A little later she resigned that
and took up her professional work as
nurse in which she has by her symnature, her conscientious
pathetic
work and her ability in the art endeared herself to all with whom she has
come in contact. Mr. Tyler acted as
disciplinarian at the Mary James for
a time but recently decided that he
would accept a position offered him
at Cheyenne, Wyoming, for which
Mrs. Typlace he leaves tomorrow.
ler expects to remain in Santa Fe till
October and will continue her professional work here till that time. The
many friends of this excellent couplf
join in wishing them all that is brightest, best and most beautiful in their
journey through life.
j

Kin-sel- l,

Kin-se- ll

j

anti-tru-

st

:

Kin-sell- 's

DISTRICT COURT IN SESSION.

(Continued from Page One.)

-

in the normal institutions or at the
aormal examinations was found to be
the most acceptable and safest. There
was a heated discussion over a rec- ommendation that the Commissioner
of Education be made a cabinet othcer.
Superintendent Maxwell of New York,
led the opposition, emphasizing that
the moment that the commissioner of
education became a cabinet officer,
the position would be a political one
and the commissioner would become
an expert at dealing out political jobs
While a
rather than of education.
cabinet rank would add diginity to

Mc-Intu- rf

them."

Attention is called to the fact that
the bill provides a means of ascertaining by judicial investigation whether
a bona fide contract proposed to he
entered into respecting the acquisition
of stock or property of railroads in
violation of the prohibitions of the
Sherman act before large investments
of capital aire made in reliance upon
a seeming, although possibly illusory
legality. This proposition is held to
be of obvious advantage to the government for the reason that such an
investigation would be conducted before the contract became effective.

NOTICE.
Dissolution of Partnership.
The Santa Fe Hardware and Supcomply Company, a
posed of F. E. Dunlavy, and W. H.
Kennedy, doing business in: Santa Fe,
N. M., up to September 10th, 1909,
dissolved
has been
by mutual
consent. All accounts due to the
above firm must be paid to EV E. Dunlavy at room 19, Catron block.
Dated at Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 21st,
1910.

F. E. DUNLAVY,
W. H. KENNEDY.

A

First Showing of Spring & Summer Millinery at

My

ST03RE

GRAIDEST DISPLAY OF LADIES MILLINERY

that ever was shown, not only in Santa
in the Territory of New Mexico

:

:

Fe, but
:

:

Mrs. Welvart, having just returned from the Eastern markets, has everything for the inspection of
the public. You are all invited to look at the magnificent display of GAGE, FISKE and other
Tailored Hats. Also dress Hats. It will cost you nothing to look and it will convince you that you
can get the best and most beautifully trimmed hats of the latest models, at a third less than you
would pay in any other millinery establishment.
Mrs. Jeanette Welvart, the designer needs no introduction as she is regarded as the best milliner
in New Mexico.

WATCH for our grand opening to be announced later

NATHAN
f--

11

MRS. JEANETTE WELVART at

A L A ON

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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